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CHAPTER I 
THE PROBLEM 
Purpose and Justification of the Study 
The purpose of this study has been to conduct a com-
parative analysis of the relationships of socio-economic 
attributes of Rhode Island's school committee members to 
their attitudes toward criteria which influence the level 
of teachers' salaries . 
Interest in the problem resulted from considerable 
participation in the teacher salary scheduling process 
over the years from 1936 , in several locations , and in 
several educational roles . These included experience in 
six communities representing two states and service as 
teacher , principal, superintendent, and school committee-
man . 
From each orientation the pervading observation has 
been one of uncertainty and lack of general confidence in 
the outcome of salary negotiations . The conclusions nor-
mally have resolved little of basic principle . Inevitably 
the issues have been postponed another year. 
- 1 -
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The traditional practice of scheduling teachers' 
salaries by use of a preparational-experience type instru-
ment appears to have resulted in misunderstanding and con-
flict of interest among the responsible parties. Frequent 
a doptions and rejections of new scheduling notions such as 
merit clauses , supermaximums , and career incentives have 
been characteristic of salary scheduling practices in re -
sponse to public and professional concern . Other determi-
nants such as supply and demand , inter-district competition 
at the lowest rung , and collective bargaining have been in-
' • 
eluded in the thinking but usually have not been expressed 
as factors in the schedule . 
The positions of official agencies and persons have 
been sufficiently diverse so that such simultaneous 
1/ 
appraisals as "imperative and impossible"- or "necessity 
and f u tility" have been applied t o the same idea . Concern -
ing the merit criterion for example , Sam P. Wiggins , Pr o-
fessor of Education , George Peabody College states, "We 
either take the position that it is the only equitable 
course of action or that it is a practical impossibility , 
and we get stuck with our either or position . " 
No study known has systematically related the tempera-
ture of the public's official representatives concerning 
1/Sam P. Wiggins , Merit Rating for Teachers , Bulletin , 
March 20 , 1957, Education Summary, Artnur c . Crofts Publi-
cations , New London , Conn. , p . 2 . 
3 
the acceptability of the criteria which influence the level 
of teachers' salaries to their socio-economic motivations. 
This study was designed to supplement the information 
available to those concerned with improved teacher salary 
scheduling practices . It concentrated on two sets of 
factors--the criteria which determine the level of teachers ' 
salaries and certain socio-economic attributes of school 
committee members . Three ques tions framed the central 
purpose of the study . Are there certain principles of 
salary scheduling which are generally accepted and others 
which are generally rejected by school committee members 
irrespective of a particular socio -economic heritage? In 
what degree do school committee members accept or reject 
the identified determinants of teachers' salaries? Are 
school committee members' opinions concerning the salary 
issues influenced by the following socio-economic discrim-
inants - -longevity of committee membership , occupation , age , 
sex , political affiliations , religious persuasion, or 
whether their residence is urban or rural? 
The evaluation has included an appraisal of whether 
school committee members were as concerned about the 
methods of salary scheduling for teachers as the literature 
suggested . In addition some indication of school committee -
mens' beliefs concerning a teacher's salable skills , some 
guides to practical and realistic salary policies, and an 
appraisal of '-1hether further research is worthwhile have 
been considered. 
Limitations of the Study 
4 
The study has been concerned with the positions school 
committee members suppor t in the teacher salary scheduling 
process and the possible relationships of these positions 
to certain socio-economic characteristics of the members . 
The study has been concerned with the position supported 
and the degree of such support . The matter of why a cer-
tain socio-economic status inspires a particular position 
has been subordinated to ~ position is supported . The 
why is a problem for another study . 
The study was not made to compare the positions of 
policy boards , administration , and instruction on these 
issues although such a study has been recognized as a po-
tentially important sequel to the present study . 
The study was provi ncial to the degree that no 
generalization to other groups is possible from the Rhode 
Island sample . However, the instrument constructed is 
considered sufficient for application to other populations . 
CHAPTER II 
INVESTIGATION OF THE PROBLEM 
Method of Solving the Problem 
No readily available method of solvi ng the problem 
from reconstruction of existing data could be found . Al -
though literature concerning the items considered important 
in determini ng teachers' salaries was voluminous , research 
was scant , and research which related the factors con-
sidered in this study proved unavailable . As a result it 
has not been possi ble to assemble an extensive bibliography . 
To provide useful data for the study four substantial 
preliminary steps were necessary . 
1 . The socio-economic characteristics to be con-
sidered had to be select ed . 
2. The criteria which determine the level of teachers' 
salaries had to be discovered and organized . 
3 . A data gathering instrument had to be constructed 
and refined . 
4 . A metho of sampling the population of school com-
mittee members had to be determined . 
- 5 -
Selection of the Socio-economic 
Characteristics 
6 
The socio-economic characteristics selected for the 
comparative analysis were longevity of service as a school 
committee member, occupation, age, sex , political affilia-
tion, religious persuasion, and whether one's residence 
was urban or rural. These have stood out over the years 
of the teacher salary scheduling experience identified in 
Chapter I as probable influences on a committeeman's think-
ing . 
The study has been designed to test the hypothesis , 
suggested by experience, that these socio-economic char-
acteristics do influence a committeeman in the teacher 
salary scheduling process . The morality of this probable 
influence has not been the concern of this study but the 
actuality of the probable influence has . 
Discovery and Organization of the 
Determinants 
Discovery and organization of the criteria which de -
termine the level of teachers' salaries required a system-
atic review of the literature which would produce the 
identifiable determinants. It then required ordering of 
the criteria to a form upon which a data gathering 
7 
instrument could be built. 
The followi ng periodicals were selected as being cur-
rent and representative of the several orientations for the 
discussion of teachers' salaries: 
American School Board J ournal . Bruce Publishing Co . , 
44 N. Broadway , Mi lwaukee 1 , Wisconsin . 
Better Schools . National Citizens Council for Better 
Schools , 9 E. 40th St ., New York 16 , N. Y. 
Educational Research Service . (Reports , Monograph~ , 
and Circulars . ) American Association of School 
Administrators and Research Divis i on of the Na-
tional Education Association, 1201 Sixt eenth St., 
N. W., Washington 6 , D. C. 
Education Summary . 100 Garfield Ave ., New London , 
Connecticut . 
Journal of Teacher Education . The National Commission 
on Teacher Education and Professional Standards , 
The National Education Association , 1201 Sixteenth 
St ., N. W. , Vashington , D. C. 
NEA Journal . National Education Association, 
1201 Sixteenth St ., N. W., Washi ngton 6 , D. C. 
Nat ional Parent Teacher . Nat ional Congress of Parents 
and Teachers , 700 N. Rush St., Chicago 11 , Illinois. 
Nations Schools . Modern Hospital Publishi ng Co ., Inc ., 
919 N. Michigan Ave ., Chicago 11 , Illinois . 
8 
New England School Development Council . (Publications . ) 
Spaulding House , 20 Oxford St ., Cambridge 38 , 
Massachusetts. 
Phi Delta Kappan . Phi Delta Kappan Inc ., Eighth St. 
and Union Ave . , Bloomington, Indiana . 
Research Bulletin. Research Division of the National 
Education As sociation, 12 1 Sixteenth St ., N. w., 
Washington , D. C. 
The School Executive . (Published later as Overview) 
American School Publishing Corp ., 470 Fourth Ave . , 
New York 16 , N. Y. 
School Management . 22 W. Putnam Ave . , Greenwich, 
Connecticut. 
Being periodicals the articles were current and pub-
lished according t9 a regular schedule. 
Included in the periodicals was the American School 
Board Journal published as a guide for board members , 
superintendents , business managers , and architects; the 
NEA Journal , the house organ for the National Education 
Association; The Nat ional Parent Teacher , oriented to the 
Congress of Parents and Teachers; Better Schools (no longer 
published) , produced especially for citizen consumption; 
The School Executive (no longer published) and School 
Management , concerned with the problems of administration; 
the Phi Delta Kappan devoted to the promotion of research , 
service , and leadership in education; and the Journal of 
9 
Teacher Education concerned with teacher preparation and 
professional standards . Other publications in the listing 
either discussed educational problems broadly, summarized , 
or reported research . 
The subject matter of each article concerning 
teachers' salaries appearing in the listed periodicals 
from January 1954 to December 19 .. 0 was examined for the 
purpose of enumerating the various determinants of teachers' 
salaries . 
The systematic review identified over fifty unordered 
criteria, the exact number being dependent upon the dis-
tinctions which one wished to recognize among items dealing 
with the determinants of teacher salary levels . 
As a review of the literature proceeded from month to 
month it became apparent that the unordered criteria being 
collected were subject to classification into several 
broad categories . Intelligence , special aptitudes and 
personality were classifiable into innate personal qualities . 
Degrees or credits earned, status of a school, marks in a 
field , cost of study , grade level of concentration were all 
related to training . Other broad groupings were observed 
to be related to experience , to load , to performance , to 
supply and demand , to ability to pay, to comparison with 
other professions, to security, and to fringe benefits. 
10 
The accumulation of unordered criteria have been 
classified in ten major divisions as shown in Illustra-
tion I which appears on the following page . The classifi-
cation is original and specifically prepared for this 
study . The purpose of preparing this classification was 
to identify the dist1nct determinants , and order them so 
that an instrument item could be framed from each . 
Construc tion and Refinement of the 
Instrument 
Requirements of the study indicated six essential 
processes in preparation of the instrument . There ~ere 
first , preparation of a letter soliciting cooperation of 
respondents; second , provision for accumulation of suffi -
cient ata about each respondent to make the seven socio-
economic groupings for statistical analysis; third , 
preparation of directions for completing the instrument; 
fourth , preparation of a carefully worded statement ex-
pressing each separate determinant in Illustration I as a 
principle of scheduling teachers' salaries; fifth , 
arranging a method by which each respondent could record 
his degree of acceptance or rejection of the expressed 
princi ples; and sixth, provision of an opportunity for 
each respondent to make free comment concerning the 
I . 
II. 
11 
ClASSIFICATION OF THE TEACHER SALARY DETERMINANTS 
Innate Personal Determinants 
A. Intelligence 
B. Special Aptitudes 
c. Personality 
Determinants Related to Training 
A. Quantitative--degrees, credits 
in major field 
B. Qualitative--status of school, 
marks in field, tested abilities 
C. Cost--relative dollar investment 
in training 
Statement 
Numbers* 
(1) 
(2) 
( 3) 
(4 , 5) 
(6 , 7,8) 
(9 ) 
D. Grade level emphasized in training (10) 
III . Determinants Related to Experience 
(Seniority) 
A. Longevity of Teaching Career--
automatic steps , career step , 
steps earned in other systems 
B. Other related Gainful Employment 
(continued on next page) 
(11,12 , 1 3) 
(14,15) 
IV . Determinants Related to Load (Dimensions 
of Responsibilit y) 
A. Hour requirement for instruct ion and 
concomitant tasks 
B. Number of uni t s managed--pupils , 
classes , e t c . 
C. Number of capacit ies--instructor , 
proctor , coach , homeroom, assembly , 
guidance , committee work, etc . 
V. Determinants Related to Performance --
(The Merit Criterion) 
A. Teacher behavior 
1 . Applicat ion of psychological 
principles to classroom 
2. Role fulfillment in the school 
organi zation 
a . Classroom role--prof iciency 
in classroom 
b . School role--proficiency 
in the school 
c . Professional role- -authority 
12 
Statement 
Numbers* 
(16) 
{17) 
(18) 
(19) 
(20) 
(21) 
in a field , public influence (22) 
3. Service to the community--
civic participation 
(continued on next page) 
(23) 
B. Quality of the end product- - changes 
in pupils measured by tes ting 
VI . Determinants Related to Supply and Demand 
A. Teachers in short supply ca tegories --
primary , science , handicapped, shop, 
men, girls' physical education 
B. Inter -district competition 
C. Geographic immobility of married 
women 
D. Large percentage of secondary wage 
earners--married women , unmarried 
teachers living at home 
VII . Determinants Resulting from the Ability 
to Pay 
A. uBi gs" pay more 
B. •Rich19 pay ·more 
C. Equalization of educational 
opportunity 
VIII . Determinants Resulting from a 
Comparison with Other Professions 
A. Ease of certification 
B. Limited public recognition of 
professional status 
(concluded on next page) 
1 
Statement 
Numbers* 
(24) 
(25 , 26) 
(27 , 28) 
(29) 
( 30 , 31) 
( 32) 
( 33) 
(34 , 35 , 36) 
(37) 
(38) 
C. Employees , but not fee takers, who 
must deal directly with public 
D. Employees with limited right to 
bargain collectively 
14 
Statement 
Numbers* 
(39) 
(40) 
E. Numerical size of the profession (41) 
IX . Security and Risk 
A. Tenure of office--shelter from 
political and competitive 
pressures 
B. Pension plans i n which public 
shares costs 
X. Attractive Fringe Benefits 
A. vacations 
B. Sick leave and medical service 
plans 
C. Dependency clauses 
ILLUSTRATION I 
(42 , 43) 
(44) 
(45) 
(46) 
(47) 
Statement numbers indicate the corresponding item number 
in the information sheet, see Illustration III . 
15 
information requested . 
The letter, Illustration II , which appears on the fol-
lowing page , is the product of several writings , each suc• 
cessive copy being a refinement of the previous t~iting. 
The function of the letter was to enlist cooperation by 
convincing prospective respondents of the importance of 
the study and to provide them with assurance that names 
would remain anonymous . The letter , supported by other 
follow-up procedures described later, resulted in a 
completed return from 89 . 6 per cent of Rhode Island's 
school committeemen . 
The results of the other five requirements are shown 
in finished form in Illustration III , page 17. This i s 
the instrument which was mailed to each prospective 
respondent as the data gathering instrument. 
The personal data requested of the respondents was 
designed to permit the socio ... economic classifications of 
committeemen necessary to answer the three basic questions , 
particularly question No . 3. 
The possibility existed that requests for committee-
men to report their religion or politics might provoke 
resistance . It was decided t hat respondents who failed to 
report either political or religious affiliation would 
not be pressed, but that a personal contact would be made 
to the school superintendent by the author to get the 
Dear 
LETTER SOLICITING COOPERATION 
-------
Townsend Building 
Newport , R. I. 
June 25 , 1962 
This letter comes to you , a school committee member, 
as a request to help me , a school superintendent, solve a 
problem which surely has troubled us both . 
lihat to do about teachers' salaries is an annual dilem-
ma for most school committee members. The community not only 
expects the best teachers for its classrooms but also the 
frugal and effective use of its tax dollars . All too often 
the resulting salary schedule is only a temporary expedient . 
Basic questions are postponed for another year. 
The information sheet inclosed is part of a doctoral 
study designed to discover the basic beliefs about salaries 
from those who must approve, for the public , the several 
schedules in the state . The results of the study will be 
available to persons interested in the salary problem, and 
the findings may provide some relief from the annual salary 
crisis . 
Since it is important that a completed information sheet 
be received from each school committee member in Rhode Island , 
names and addresses are requested for check-off purposes . As 
soon as a return has been checked off the names and a ddresses 
will be removed by tearing along the perforated line . No 
names will be mentioned , i dentified, or used in any way . 
The statements in the information sheet do not express 
my personal beliefs or desires . They are designed to collect 
the considered opinions of school committee members . It is 
~ imSortant that every item be completed . Any omisSion 
WilT re uce the-accuracy or-tOe-conclusions. 
A self-addressed envelope has been included for your con-
venience in returning the completed information sheets . 
Since no analysis is possible until the returns are complete 
a prompt reply is requested , and my sincere thanks are ex -
tended for your cooperation. 
Sincerely yours , 
Is / Charles L. Whitcomb 
Superintendent of Schools 
ILLUSTRATION II 
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THE INFORMATION SHEET 
Name 'Phone Street Address city 
-~- --~~---------~-- --- -- -~- ~~-~--- -- -~--------~ -·------- - --
The Information Sheet 
Number of members on your school committee •••••••••••.••••• 
Total number of years you have served on the 
Schoo 1 COIDDli t tee .......................................... . 
Your principal occupation •••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••• 
Your age . ................. . Sex . ........... . ....... ..... . 
Which political party do you generally support ••••.•.• • .••• 
Religion (optional) . ..... , ...... . ............ ............. . 
Directions: Following are 47 statements about teachers' 
salaries . Circle the number af ter each statement which 
most nearly expresses your convictions . 
Circle 1. .. if you agree in all respects 
-
Circle 2 ..• if you agree in ~ respects 
Circle 3 •.• if you have no decided opinion 
Circle 4 ••• if you disagree in ~ respects 
Circle 5 ••• if you disagree in ~ respects 
SAMPLE: Salary schedules should be planned for 
a ~hole county to eliminate salary com-
petition among local communities 1 2 3 @ 5 
18 
If you disagree in ~ respects you will answer by 
circling number 4 as indicated. If you agree with the 
statement in !!! respects you would have circled number 1 
to indicate the choice . You might have circled number 2 , 
3 or 5 if your opinion was best represented by those 
choices . 
Please proceed now with the next 47 statements . BE 
SURE TO MAKE A CHOI CE FOR EVERY STATEMENT , BUT ONLY ONE 
CHOICE . Circ l e the one number 't'l7hich i ndicates that choice . 
If you have any comments please write them in the 
space provided at the end of the section. 
1 . Teachers whose tested intelligence is 
superior should receive a salary exceed-
ing the basic schedule . 
2 . Teachers whose aptitude scores for teaching 
are superior should receive a salary exceed· 
l 2 3 4 5 
ing the basic schedule . 1 2 3 4 5 
3. Teachers whose personalities exhibit unusual 
promise for a career in teaching should re-
ceive a salary greater than the established 
minimum . 1 2 3 4 5 
4 . Salary schedules should provide a higher 
salary for teachers who have earned a 
master's degree than for those limited to a 
bachelor's degree . 
5 . Salary schedules should provide a higher 
salary for teachers who have earned more 
than the required number of credits in the 
subject they teach . 
6 . Teachers who have graduated from a liberal 
arts' college should receive a higher 
salary than those who have graduated from 
a teacher's college . 
7 . Teachers ~mo earned honor grades while at 
college in the subject t hey now teach 
should receive a higher salary than those 
who did not . 
8 . Teachers who have passed an approved 
teacher's examination (i . e ., the National 
Teachers Examination) with exceptionally 
high scores should be started t:-7ith a 
salary above the minimum . 
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1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
9 . Teachers whose preparation for teaching has 
been unusually expensive should receive a 
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salary above the scheduled mini mum . 1 2 3 4 5 
10 . Teachers who teach the upper grades (10-12) 
should receive hi gher salaries than teach-
ers who teach the lower grades (1- 3) . 1 2 3 4 5 
11 . Salary . schedules f or teachers should pro• 
vide for automati c yearly increases during 
the first several years of teaching . 1 2 3 4 5 
12 . A salary above the normal maximum should 
be awarded teachers with many (30 for 
example) continuous years of teaching . 
13. Teachers whose previous experience has 
been in another town should receive 
year for year experience credit on the 
new salary schedule . 
14 . A teacher whose career has been inter~ 
rupted by military service should re • 
ceive year for year experience credit 
on the teaching salary scale . 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
15. Teachers with other experience related to 
t he skills and knowledge required in teach• 
ing their subject matter should receiv 
experience credit on the teaching salary 
schedule . 
16 . Teachers who are a ssigned extra curricul ar 
duties (i . e . , senior play, athletic coach-
ing, class advisor , etc . ) should receive 
extra compensation for the extra load . 
17. Teachers with unusually large pupil loads 
(resulting from large classes or extra 
classes) should receive salaries above the 
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1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
normal schedule . 1 2 4 5 
18. Teachers assigned extra duties within the 
normal day (i . e . , recess supervision , 
cafeteria , traffic patrols , e t c . ) should 
receive extra compensation for the extra 
responsibilities . 
19. A teacher's use of good instructional 
procedures (judged by principals and 
supervisors) should be one factor in e-
termining the level of the teacher;s pay . 
1 2 , 4 5 
1 2 4 5 
20 . Satisfactory classroom performance should 
be the standard by which a teacher's yearly 
progress on the salary scale is approved 
or disapproved . 
21 . Teachers who consistentlr seek to improve 
t he school (i . e . , by helping beginning 
teachers , willingly accepting special 
assignments , etc . ) should receive higher 
salaries than those whose proficiency is 
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1 2 3 4 5 
limited to activities within the c lassroom. 1 2 3 4 5 
22 . Teachers who favorably influence the pub• 
lie on school issues should receive a 
salary higher than the basic scale 
provides . 
23. Teachers who actively participate in the 
affairs of the community should receive 
a salary higher than the basic cale 
1 2 3 4 5 
provides . 1 2 3 4 5 
24 . The progress made by pupils (measured by 
approved tests) should be one factor in 
establishing the teacher's salary . 1 2 3 4 5 
25 . Teachers in short supply categories (i.e ., 
science , handicapped children, primary 
grades , shop , girls' physical education) 
should receive a salary exceeding the ap-
proved scale . 
26 . A salary scale for teachers should pro .. 
vide a higher scale for men than for 
women teachers . 
27 . School committees should review salaries 
paid in neighboring communities so that 
the local schedule will be neither much 
higher nor much lower than those of 
nearby towns . 
28 . Salary schedules shoul d be approved f or 
a regional area rather than for single 
towns to eliminate salary competition 
among adjacent communities . 
29 . Salaries for married women (who cannot 
readily move to seek better employment) 
should not be as high as those for single 
women or men . 
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1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
30 . 
31. 
Because a wife's income supplements 
that of her husband her salary should 
not be as high as that of single 
teachers or married men. 
An unmarried teacher who lives at home 
should not expect a salary as high as 
that of a teacher whose entire support 
must come from the salary earned. 
32 . Large communities should have higher 
salaries than small communities (as in 
industry , " bigs" pay more) . 
33 . Wealthy communities should provide 
more attractive salary schedules than 
the poor communities. 
34 . Sufficient state aid should be paid to 
poorer communities so that they can 
pay teachers salaries equal to those in 
wealthier communities . 
35 . A minimum salary set for all communities 
in the s tate is a practice 1-1hich should 
be encouraged. 
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1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
36 . All communities in the state should use 
identical salary schedules prepared by 
a central agency responsible to the 
legislature . 
37. Teachers' salaries should remain below 
those of the higher paid professions 
until the standards for teacher cer• 
tification are raised . 
38 . Teachers' salaries should not be raised 
to the level of those in law and 
medicine as long as the public has 
less respect for the professional 
s tatus of teachers . 
39 . Teachers' income should remain below the 
income of doctors and lawyers since 
teachers' salaries must be approved by 
the school committee whereas doctors 
and lawyers set their own fees . 
40, The power of teachers' associations and 
unions to bargain collectively should 
be strengthened as a method of further-
ing teachers' economic interests . 
25 
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1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
41 . The great cost of salary increases to 
a great number of teachers should keep 
the level of teachers' salaries below 
the level of the higher paid professional 
groups . 
42 . Legal protection against unfair dismissal 
as provi ed i n the tenure law should be 
sufficient compensation to justify lower 
salary schedules for teachers than would 
otherwise be approved . 
43 . Teacher tenure laws should be replaced by 
orderly procedures of dismi ssal for 
incompetence so that higher teachers' 
salary schedules could be approved . 
44 . Teacher pension plans in which the state 
shares the cost should be sufficient 
compensation to justify lower salary 
schedules than would otherwise be 
approved . 
45 . The extensive vacation time available 
.. · ' · 
to teachers should be sufficient com-
pensation to justify lower salaries 
than would otherwise be approved . 
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1 2 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 l 5 
46 . Benefits such as sick leave pay and 
paid hospitalization plans should hold 
teachers ' salaries at levels lower than 
would otherwise be approved . 
47. Teachers who have dependents should re -
ceive a salary which is above the 
standard scale . 
N. B. If you wish to comment further in 
........ 
any way, please use the space below 
knowing that the comments will be 
considered confidential . 
ILLUSTRATION III 
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1 2 3 4 5 
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missing information . This was done in six cases concern-
ing religion with success each time. No one proved re -
luctant to report his politics and only respondent No . 157 
i s known to have refused t he questionnaire because of the 
r eligious item . In a telephone conversation w ich was 
part of t he follow~up of non-respondents he reported t hat 
he refused because "Bos ton Uni versity is a Brotestant 
college anyway ." 
The directions for completing the questionnaire 
were tested by circulating them among twenty persons from 
whom criticism was solicited . This was done simultaneously 
with the test circulation of t he complete instrument 
described in the next paragraphs . In this trial run t he 
directions prompted no suggestions for refinement from 
the critics . 
The critics were selected on two bases . The firs t 
was a willingness to assist the investigator by completing 
t he in£o1:EB.tion sheet just as the school committeemen 
would later do and a further willingness to criticize 
both t he instrument and its directions i n writing and by 
interview. The second was to have had some experience in 
conducting or responding t o similar instruments . 
Among the critics were newspaper editor , a reporter , 
three executives of private enterpr ise 1ncluding o~o 
former school committee members , the executive secretary-
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treasurer of the Rhode Island Association of School Commit-
tees , two clergymen, a deputy commissioner of education, 
the executive secretary of the New England School Develop-
ment Council , three superintendents of schools including 
the president of the Rhode Island Superintendents' Associ-
ation; and seven others including a PTA president , a member 
of a Republican committee , a director of elementary educa-
tion, a director of secondary education, an elementary 
principal , a director of buildings and grounds , and a navy 
Y.M. C.A. director. 
Illustration III is the sixth revision of the original 
information sheet. The first four revisions were made in 
consultation with advisors to the investigator . 
To determine whether the statements were then sharp 
and free from possible misinterpretation the fourth re-
vision was presented to the twenty selected critics i denti-
fied above and who are described more completely in 
Appendix D. Any criticism was solicited with particular 
emphasis directed to ease of understanding , double mean-
ings , and directed responses. Ten of the twenty were asked 
to complete the instrument as trial respondents to discover 
possible difficulties in responding, and to provide some 
clue to the kind of response to be expected . 
All completed the requested tasks . The specific 
criticisms of each item were recorded , as well as the 
total times any item was criticized, from which the fifth 
revision of the instrument was constructed . 
The fifth revision 'rJas discussed by interview ,,1ith 
the original critics to make sure that previous criti-
cisms had been adjusted . The sixth and final revision 
was made subsequent to the interviews. 
The five point scale to differentiate the degree of 
acceptance of the responses was selected in preference 
to the three or ~our point scale . A finer selection was 
desired than the three point offered , and the neutral 
choice ·was considered important thereby voiding the four 
point scale . In addition , the five point scale could 
have been modified to a three if conditions warranted , 
after t he returns were received, but the reverse would 
not have been possible . The five possible choices 
appear on the first page of the information sheet, 
Illustration III . 
Opportunity for free comment was accommodated by 
an invitation in the directions and a provi sion of space 
at the end of the instrument. Several accepted the 
opportunity. parts of which are reported later in treat~ 
ment of the data . Illustrations II and III display the 
finished instrument wi t h the six essential parts . 
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Sampling the Population 
The school committee members of Rhode Island were 
selected as the population sample because of the geo-
graphical proximity and small entity making possible 
both an intensive and extensive investigation simultane-
ously . 
Pr ocedures Used to Enhance a 
Maximum Return 
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Following a determination of the population, clearance 
for the project was requested and received from the Rhode 
Island Association of School Committees , the Rhode Island 
Superintendents' Association , and the Department of Educa-
tion. This was done to prevent any embarrassment which 
might have arisen if any members of the three organizations 
took exception to the contact of one superintendent with 
school committee members of the district . In spite of 
this precaution one school committee chairman refused to 
r espond "because I do not believe that I should answer 
any questions or fill out any questionnaire for any 
Superintendent of Schools either in the State of Rhode 
Island or anywhere else , unless they have had the author -
ity through the Rhode Island State Department of 
32 
1/ 
Education to seek such information.- He remained firm 
even after explanation of the clearance . 
The letter seeking cooperation together with the data 
gathering instrument and return envelope , self addressed 
and stamped, "tgas mailed on June 25 , 1962. On July 6 , 
superintendents of schools and chairmen of school commit-
tees 1ere called reporting those members who had not made 
returns after t'vo \';reeks and with the request that they be 
urged to do so . A hand written card was sent on July 11 
to each delinquent member urg~ng a return . On the evenings 
of July 20 - 27 , the fifty members who remained delinquent 
at that time were ~elephoned . All but eight were contacted 
and commitments to complete the questionnaire were promised 
by all except three who refused and who could not be per· 
suaded to make the return or to receive the investigator 
for an interview . A record of pertinent cOIIIllents related 
2/ 
to these calls was made on a prepared sheet- which was 
used for reference in further contacts . Contacts had been 
made with all by phone , sometimes at vacation spots, by 
August 3, 1962 . A second letter to delinquents was mailed 
a wee r later . Finally, a new packet , with a letter explain-
ing that it was sent on the possible chance that the first 
! /Rhode Island School Committee Member No . 161 of this 
study . 
£ / See Appendix F . 
had been overlooked ~ was mailed to the thirty-three who 
had not responded . 
Rhode I s lands' forty-one school districts were rep-
resented by 221 school committee members . The intensive 
two months' effort resulted i n receiving completed re-
turns from all but twenty-three making a percentage re-
turn of 89 .6 . In twenty-five of the forty-one districts 
1/ . 
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every member reported .- In twelve districts all but one 
member reported. In two districts two members failed to 
report. In one district three failed to report and in 
another, four di d not submit a return . 
It was learned through t he telephone contacts with 
school cot'IIIJit.teemen that the district in whd.ch four mem-
bers failed to make a return a policy exists under which 
school committee members reject all individual question ... 
naires . Nevertheless, three members were convinced to 
make returns . The others remain~d firm against per-
suasion . This was the only committee in which a majority 
fai led to report. In the district in which t hree rejected 
the questionnaire these three had agreed among t hemselves 
not to submit a return and neither would they provide 
?:_/ 
reasons . 
1/See AppendiX c. 
-
2/Ibid . 
--
The following three quotations are typical of those 
who disapproved of the study. "Are we turning over our 
lives to data processing?" "Don't waste time on loaded 
questions. " " Couldn't answer i f I tried . n 
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CHAPTER Ill 
ANALYSIS OF THE SOCIO-ECONOMIC 
CHARACTERISTICS 
One of the two primary functions of the data gather-
ing instrument was to compile sufficient information con-
cerning seven selec·ted socio- economic characteristics of 
each school committee member to mal e a statistical cor-
relation between these characteristics and the members' 
attitudes t ward the criteria whi ch determine the level 
of teachers' salaries. An analysis of that data herewith 
precedes t he statistical correlations of the next section , 
Statistical Analysis of the Three Basic Questions . 
The 4.1 school districts of Rhode Island were made up 
of 39 local districts and 2 regional districts . Each of 
the districts was represented by a school committee , the 
committees varying in size from 3 to 10 members in accord 
't'lith Table 1. 
Of the 41 committees 7 were all male . None were all 
female . Thirty-seven had a majority of men , while J had 
a majority of women and one six~an committee had 3 men 
and 3 women . The t~l connnittees had a total of 164 male 
and 57 female members . 
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Table 1 . Size of Rhode Island School Committees 
Committee 
Membership 3 4 5 6 7 B 9 10 Total 
Committee 
Represented 7 0 20 ,, 9 0 1 1 4-1 .:J 
Members 
Represented 21 0 100 18 63 0 9 10 221 
The above figures demonstrated one of the unavoidable 
observations which recurred throughout the study . This 
was the disproportionate representation of the socio-
economic grouping~ on school committees when compared 
with the population as a whole . 
Longevity of School Committee Members 
The first socio-economic characteristic to be con-
sidered was longevity or the total number of years of 
school committee service . For the 198 members reporting 
these ranged from les s than one to 31 in accord "tvith 
Table 2 . 
All members who had served less than 2 years were 
placed in the 1 year category; all lvho had served 2 but 
less than 3 were placed in the 2 year category . The same 
rule was applied to each longevity grouping . 
Table 2 . Length of Service of 198 Rhode Island School 
Committee Members 
Years of 
Service 1 2 3 l~ 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Members in 
Cate~ory 22 57 15 '3 12 28 5 6 1 11 
Years of 
Service 14 16 17 8 l9 20 ~4 ?5 2o 31 
Members in 
Category 3 1 1 2 1 1 2 1 1 1 
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The mean length of service for Rhode Island coiiiiiittee 
1/ 
men was 5. 3 years, For New England- the mean length of 
service t-7as 6 , 2 ye rs and for t.• e nation 8 .• 1 years . Just 
under 40 per cent of Rhode Island's members have served 
two or less years , and over 79 per cent have served 6 years 
or less . 
For the purpose of statistical treatment the reporting 
members were divided into two approximately equal groups: 
those of three or less years service which included 94 
members and those of more than three years' service number-
ing 104 . 
!/National School Boards Association, nschool Board Members , 
mto They Are , tfuat They Do , How They Lead, " School Manage-
ment (September , 1963) , Vol . 7, No . 9 , Greenwich , Conn., 
p . ,:,5 . 
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Occupation of School Committee Members 
The second socio-economic characteristic to be con-
sidered was t hat of occupation. The basic classification 
1/ 
't~as t aken from the 1950 United States Census- which 't'las 
the latest when t he study was started. I nci dent ally , the 
2/ 
1960- census , now available , uses the same titles . 
Some modification of the census bureau tabulation was 
necessar y to adapt it to the study . Homemaking was not 
considered an occupation in the census since it was not 
considered gainful employment . Nevertheless , housewives 
represented the t hird largest frequency among the re . ort-
ing Rhode Island school commi ttee members . Alt hough the 
occupation was not normally rewarded with income and so 
di d not meet the census requirements of "gainful employ-
ment" it was a socio-economic characteristic of such in-
fluence t hat it 'O'ould hardly be overlooked in this study . 
It was also found necessary t o eliminate some occupations 
with smal school committee representa tion because of 
probable undue statistical influence . Occupations 
eliminated from t he study were cler1cal and kindred with 
1/U. S. Department of Commerce , Bu1:eau of the Census, 
~ensus of Populat i on: 1950 , Vol, 21 Part 39 (Rhode Island), U.S. Printing Office , Washington ( 1~52 ) • Table 28 . 
2/U . S . Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census , 
General Social and Economic Character istics of Rhode I sland , 
Final Report (19oo) , PC(l) - 39c , Table 57 . 
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a frequency of only nine , operators, retired , and farmers 
with a frequency of only two each, laborers with only one 
and service workers with no school committee representa ~ 
tion. 
Among the fifty -nine in the professional and technical 
group were sixteen professors and teachers , nine engineers , 
nine physic ians and dentists , six lawyers , five chemists , 
four ccountants , three nurses , and eight others scattered. 
The fifty-one i n the managerial group included seventeen 
managers , ten proprietors , and twenty-four other officials . 
The homemaking group numbered thirty•five . 
The sales workers numbered twenty- three , including 
seven salesmen, seven insurance men, six real estate brokers , 
and three others . Not included were over-the-counter sales 
clerks . 
The group of craftsmen numbered fourteen . 
Table 3 gives a comparison of the occupational repre-
sentation of the labor force and school committeemen of 
New England and Rhode Island classified according to the 
occupational classification used in this study . 
No attempt wa made to complete the table by searching 
further as the informat ion was not fundamental to the treat-
ment of the data . 
Figures in the table have a chronological spread of 
three years . It 'auld therefore have been improper to 
Table 3 , Percentage Representation by Occupation Among 
t e La or •orce an Sc ool Committees of New 
England and Rhode Island 
N. E. !/ R.I. 
2/ 
N. E ."2/ 
Occupation Labor Labor Sch . 
Force Force Comm . 
Professional , Tech-
nical and Kindre4 12 . 8 7. 5 36 . 0 
Managers , Official s 
and Proprietors 9 . 3 8 . 0 25 . 0 
Homemakers 
* * 
14. 1 
Salesworkers 7. 4 6 . 7 9 . 4 
Craftsmen and 
Kindred 15 . 5 15 . 7 
* 
Others 
* 
.... 
* '" 
*Not reported in source t ables 
£/Department of Commerce , op . cit . , Table 28 . 
]./J . B. Lon Hefferlin (Editor) , op . cit . , p . 5 . 
~/Computations from this study's information sheet . 
R. I . 
Sch . 
Comm . 
29 . 8 
25 . 8 
17 . 7 
11. 6 
7 . 1 
8 . 
4 
-~I 
5 . 
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attempt exact comparisons but the disproportionate r epre -
sentation of the occupational groups on school committees 
stand out j.n sharp contrast. 
Age of School Committee Members 
The third socio-economic characteristic to be con-
sidered was age of t he school committee members. For the 
198 members reporting the ages of members ranged from 
twenty-five to eighty-four in accord t-Jith Table l. . 
The range in age was 59 years . The measures of 
central tendency were closely clustered with a mean of 
46 . 3, a median of 45 and a mo e of 42 . The distribution 
polygon when smoothed was bell shaped but somewhat platy-
kurtic and o ly slightly skewed . 
For t he statistical analysis the 198 reporting mem-
bers were divi ed into t hree approximately equal age 
groups . The fix·st group , ages 25-40 , numbered 66 . The 
second group , ages 41 - 5 , numbered 71; and the third 
group , ages 51- 84., numbered 61 . 
Sex of School Connnittee Members 
The fourth socio-economic characteristic considered 
was sex . 
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Table 4 . Age of 198 Rhode Island School Committee Members 
Age of Members (years) 25 27 28 30 l31 32 33 34 35 
Frequency 2 1 1 3 1 3 2 5 1 
Age of Members 36 37 38 39 t.o ~1 42 ~3 44 
Frequency 7 8 6 7 10 13 4 7 
Age of Members 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 ~2 53 
Frequency 9 9 4 6 4 9 4 5 5 
Age of Members 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 63 
Frequency 5 5 6 7 4 1 4 3 1 
Age of Members 64 65 68 69 72 78 84 Total 
Frequency 2 2 1 3 1 1 1 198 
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s reported in the introductory paragraphs of this 
section, Rhode Island school committees were male 
dominated including seven all male and no all female com-
mittees, thirty-seven with a maj ority of men and only 
three with a majority of women . In the total membership 
men have a 164 to 57 majority . 
Table 5 demonstrated the male dominance. 
Table 5. Composition of Rhode Island School Committees 
by Sex 
Frequency 
Committees 
y Sex on 
7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 Total 
Committees Having 
Specifie No . of Males 1 4 ~2 9 8 6 1 0 41 
Committees Havi ng 
Specified No . of Females IO IO 0 1 4 ~2 17 7 41 
Of the 198 reporting 145 were males and 53 were fe-
males . The per cent of males reporting was 88 . 4 . The per 
cent of females reporting was 93. 0 . The percent reporting 
from the combined groups was 89 . 6 . 
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Political Affiliation of School 
Committee Members 
The fifth socio-economic characteristic considered ~as 
political affiliation. 
Of the 19 reporting members 78 were Democrats , 103 
were Republicans , and 17 claimed to be Independents . 
Republicans thus outnumbered Democrats and Independents 
combined. These figures are somewhat surprising when com-
pared with figures which show t he party distribution in the 
legislature for 1961-19 2 when the data for this study was 
being compiled . During that year the House had 78 Demo-
crats , 21 Republicans , 1 vacancy and 0 Independents . The 
Senate had 28 Democrats, 15 Republicans , 1 vacancy and 
1/ 
0 Independents .- The governor was also Democratic al-
though his predecessor and successor were bot h Republicans . 
(Del Sesto , Notte, Chaffe . ) 
It should also be noted that in Rhode Island school 
committee candidates ran for office on a political ticket . 
There was no restriction, as in some districts , relative 
to the number from one party who could sit on a school 
committee . 
Re ligion of School Committee Members 
Of the 198 members 101 'tvere Catholic , 94 were 
Protestant, ? were Jewish and one re orted that he was a 
Deis t . Catholics on Rhode Island school committees out-
numbered the other denominations combined. 
While tabulating the data it seemed that ther.e was 
more than chance relationship between political affilia-
tion and religious persuasion. Democrats tended to be 
Catpolic, and Republicans tended to be Protestant . 
The foll~1ing table was constructed to investigate 
the observation. 
Table 6 . 
Catholic 
Deist 
Jew 
Protestant 
Total 
Political- Religious Correlations Among Rhode 
Island's School Committee Members in 19 2 
Democratic Repu lican Independent Total 
63 27 11 101 
0 1 0 1 
2 0 2 
15 73 6 9q. 
7 103 17 198 
45 
From Table 6 the following probabilities became ap -
parent . If a member were a Democrat more than 80 per cent 
of the time he was a Catholic, and less t han 20 per cent 
of the time he was a Protest ant . If a member were a 
Republican slightly less than 74 per cent of the time he 
was a Protestant , and slightly more than 26 per cent of 
the time he was a Catholic. 
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Conversely , if a member were a Catholic slightly le~s 
than ·3 per cent of the time e as a Democrat , and 
slightly less than 27 per cent of the time he was a 
Republican . If the member were Protestant the chance 
that he would also be Republican exceeded 78 per cent , and 
the chance that he would be Democratic was slightly less 
than 16 per cent . 
The Independents were Catholic about twice as fre -
quently as they were Protestant . 
With only 2 Jews among Rhode Island's school committee 
members no predictions concerning this denomination were 
possible . 
Urban/Rural Representation of 
School Committee Members 
The seventh and last , socio-economic characteristic 
considered was whether a member's residence was in an 
urban or rural school district . 
What appeared to be a rather simple socio- economic 
distinction proved to be one of the more difficult 
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classifications to construct . The United States census 
reports c l ssif·e communi ties of 2500 or less population 
as rural and t ose with populations exceeding 250 as 
urban . Adapting these reports t o the study proved im-
possible because the census reports frequently listed 
villages within a community as rura or urban areas when ~ 
in fact, they represent a par t of tovn or school d:s -
trict only. For example , Albion , which was part of 
Lincoln , and Hummocks mich was a part of Providence 
~ere listed separately as rural communities . 
The following method was used to determine two dis-
t inct groups , one which would be urban and the other 
rural . 
The Rhode Island Department of Education prepared 
for its Olvn use, from the 1960 United States Census re -
ports , a community population listing of the 39 (exclud-
ing regional) school districts . T i s list was made avail-
able . 
From the list the districts were arranged in escend-
ing order of size from one through thirty-nine . T~ e nine 
largest districts , all of which exceeded 19 , 50 population 
were chosen as the urban districts . They were represented 
in the study by 45 reporting school committee members . 
It was observed that the state's twelve smallest 
di stricts ranging in population from 48 " to 4 , 174 were 
also represented by 45 reporting members . Although the 
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equal numbers of r eporting members had no statistical sig-
nificance it di d provide a convenient happenstance by which 
a group of definitely rural districts could be set against 
another group of oefinitely urban districts . 
T e ur ban group was composed of Central Falls , 
Cranston, East Providence , Newport» Pawtucket, Providence, 
Warwick , t-1est Wartvick , and Woonsocket,. 
The rural group was compos of Charles town, Exeter , 
Foster , Glocester , Hopkinton , Jamestown, Little Compton, 
Narragansett , New Shoreham, Richmond, Scit uate , and \'lest 
Greenwich . 
Table 7 shows the population (1960 U . S ~ census) , rank 
by population, and October 1 , 1961 publi c school enroll -
ment of Rhode Island ' s school districts . 
Table 7. Rhode Island School District Populations , Rank 
by Populations , and School Enrollment s 
:Po ul ation an~: c 00 
School District 1960 by 1961 
1._/ 
Census Population Enrollment 
Barrington 13 .826 17 ..)~530 
Bristol 1.!~~570 15 1 5 963 
Burrill vi lle 9 , 119 23 1,597 
CENTRAL FALLS 19,858 9 2 . 246 
Charlesto~m Elem. 1 !>966 36 279 
Coventry 15, .!:. 32 14 3, 112 
CRANSTON 66 2 766 4 11 1 4.56 
(continued. on next page) 
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Tabl e 7. (:continue4) 
Population Rank School!/ 
School Dis t r i c t 1960 by . 961 
Census Population Enr ollment 
Cumberland 18 .792 11 3 ., 633 
East Gr eenwich 6 sl 00 27 1 . 370 
EAST PROVIDENCE 41 ., 955 7 7 .627 
Exe ter Elem. 2 , 298 33 295 
Foster E l em. 2 . 097 34 289 
Glocester Elem. 3 ., 397 31 426 
Hopkinton Elem . 4 . 174 29 703 
Jamest own 2 . 267 32 385 
J ohnston 17 ~ 160 13 3. 073 
Li ncol n 13 .. 551 18 2 . 042 
Lit tle Compt on 1 . 702 37 355 
Mi ddl e tmm 12 ~ 6 75 19 2 . 804 
Narraganse t t 3 ,. 444 30 619 
NEWPORT 47 ., 049 6 6 . 109 
New Shoreham 486 39 73 
Nort h ·King;::; town 18 .977 10 3. 502 
Nor t h Provi dence 18 !1220 12 2 . 892 
Nor t h -Smi thfi el d 7 *632 26 1 .. 204 
PAWTUCKET 81 . 001 2 10 s658 
Por t smouth 8 . 251 25 1 ,137 
PROVIDENCE 207, 498 1. 27 .. 55() 
Ri chmond 1,. 986 35 272 
Scituate 5 , 210 28 1 .. 231 
Smithfield 9 ~ 442 22 1 . 500 
South Kings town 11,942 20 2 . 352 
Tivert on 9 .. 461 21 1 .222 
Warren 8 ,750 24 1 . 928 
\~ARl1ICK 68 2504 3 14 1552 
(conc l uded on next page) 
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Table 7. {concluded) 
Populati on Rank School!/ 
School Di strict 1960 by 1961 
Census Populat ion Enrollment 
Westerly 14 2267 16 2 ,. 862 
t-Jes t Greenwich 1, 169 38 191 
\-lest Warwick 21 .. 411~ 8 2 , 4§9 
\olOONSOCKET· 47 . 080 5 5 ,. 585 
Chariho Regional 787 
Foster-Glocester Regional lr-93 
'.-
St ate 859 .488 13__§ , 393 
CHAPTER IV 
DETERMINATI ON OF STABILITY COEFFICIENT 
To determine a stability quotient for the responses 
the following steps were taken . 
1 . A random sample approximating 10 per cent of t he 
original population was selected from which 
second but identical data sheets were solicited 
after a lapse of approximately t hree months . 
2 . A mean stability quotient for the instrument was 
determined by finding a Pearson r for each item, 
converting each to a Fisher z , finding the mean 
and reconverting this mean to the Pearson r . 
It will be recalled here that in the original letter 
of June 25 , 1962 soliciting cooperation a commitment had 
been made to use names and addresses for check-off pur -
poses only and that names would not be mentioned , i denti-
fied, or used ~n any way. To fulfill this commitment a 
code number was devised for each school committeeman . 
These numbers were the reference for addressing the 
' retest" questionnaires . 
- 51 -
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The listing of names and addresses of the state's 
school conunittee members had been procured from the com-
missioner's office as a preliminary to the study and for 
mailing purposes . In this list the several districts were 
arranged alphabetically . After each district nam.e 'tvere 
listed the names of the members of that district , the 
chairman first followed by the vice•chairman and other 
1/ 
members without further discernible system.-
Code numbers were assigned in sequence starting at the 
top of the list and continuing through the 221 names . The 
number affixed has been used throughout the study whenever 
reference to data submitted by a particular member has been 
necessary . 
To implement the method of determining a stability 
quotient a chance sample of 25 of the 198 respondents was 
made . This was accomplished by 't~iting the code number of 
each respondent on identical 1" x 1" cards , mixing thoroughly 
and then drawing 25 . ~qenty-five were drawn with t he anti-
cipation that some 't\lho comple ted the original return would 
refuse to complete a second information sheet . The numbers 
drawn were 102 , 51, 62 , 159 , 32 , 178 , 220 , 39 , 2 6 , 3, 150 , 
91 , 187 , 79 , 83 , 198 , 215 , 66 , 129 , 111 , 137, 22 , lb4 , 9 , 
and 56 . Of these numbers 51 , 79 , 102 , 129 and 187 refused 
to cooperate a second time although recontacted by card and 
1/See Appendix B. 
- -
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and by telephone follm~ing the letter of October 2 , 1962 . 
Table 8 shows the Pearson r and cor responding Fisher z 
for each of t he 47 items of the information sheet computed 
from t he twenty respondents to the stability check . The 
conversion was necessary to compensate for the fact that 
the r's were not in linear relationship . The mean of the 
Fisher z's , which was 1 . 20 , reconverts to a Pearson r of 
. 83 . This . 83 was the calculated stability quotient of 
the instrument . 
Inasmuch as the N was twenty for each of the 47 con-
versions the mean could be determined as above without 
compensating for the three degrees of freedom lost in com-
puting each z . This was possible because of the cancelling 
1/ 
property of N-3 when z (N-3) was divided by (N- 3) .-
!/Henry ~. G; rrett and R. S. Woodworth , Statistics in 
~sychologt and Education, Longmans , Green and Co ., New 
York 18 , 960, pp . 173, 199. 
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Table 8 . Stabi lity Quot i ent for Re sponses of 198 Rhode 
I sland School Committee Members to 47 Princi ple s 
of Determini ng Teachers ' Satari es 
Item Pear son Fi sher Item Pear son Fi sher 
Number r z Number r z 
1 . 77 1. 02 26 . 95 1 . 83 
2 - ~·4 . 47 27 . 95 1 . 3 
3 . 73 . 93 28 . 95 1 . 83 
4 . 68 . 83 29 . 97 2 . 09 
5 . 55 . 62 30 . 90 1 . 4.7 
6 . 74 . 95 31 . 88 1 . 38 
7 . 91 1. 53 32 .88 1 . 38 
8 . 94 1 . 74 33 . 42 . 45 
9 . 90 1. 47 34 . 81 1 . 13 
10 . 76 1 . 00 35 . 95 1 . 83 
11 . 67 . 81 36 . 95 1 . 83 
12 . 63 . 74 37 .88 1 . 38 
13 . 58 . 66 38 . 88 . 66 
14 . 56 . 63 39 .• 85 L.26 
15 . 76 1. 00 40 . 89 1 . 42 
16 . 80 1 . 10 ~.1 . 85 1 . 26 
17 . 75 . 97 42 . 88 1 . 38 
18 . 94 1. 74 43 . 85 1 . 26 
19 . 93 1. 66 44 . 56 . 63 
20 . 73 . 93 45 . 77 1 . 02 
21 . 83 1.19 46 . 51 . 56 
22 . 97 2 . 09 47 . 48 . 52 
23 . 91 1 . 53 Total 56 . 30 
24 . 80 1.10 Mean of Fisher z's 1 . 20 
25 . 83 1 .19 Mean by conversion 
to Person r . 83 
CHAPTER V 
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF THE 
THREE BASIC QUESTIONS 
The preceding chapters have been concerned primarily 
with the planning of the study and with the gathering of 
the data by which the central problem of the study could 
be solved . With an information sheet return of 89 . 6 p .r 
cent at hand , with the incomplete returns completed by t he 
previously designed follow-ups with the socio-economic 
characteristics recorded and analyzed , and with an instru-
ment stability quotient determined to be . 83+ the study 
was in readiness for application of the previously planned 
statistical analysis . 
The analysis had as its central purpose a determina-
tion of the relationship of the socio- economic character-
istics of the committeemen to their attitudes toward the 
salary determinants. Some of the determinants were ex -
pected to excite a general opinion among committeemen 
quite independent of any particular socio-economic heritage . 
It was ne~essary therefore to determine which , if any , of 
the criteria would precipitate such general response , 
and the strength of such responses . Finally , those 
... 55 -
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criteria which proved tmmune when tested for a common 
strong response would be analyzed to determine the influ-
ence of the several socio-economic criteria upon a par-
ticular response . 
One limitation of the study should be recalled here . 
The objective was to determine which characteristics 
induce a particular opinion. The study was not concerned 
with a psychological explanation of why a particular 
characteristic and a particular criterion were related . 
The existence or lack of existence of such a relationshi p 
remained the concern of other research . 
Fulfillment of the s t udy's purpose therefore required 
answers to three basic questions, posed and answered in 
the following sequence . 
1 . Are there certain principles of salary schedul-
ing which are generally accepted and others 
which are generally rejected by school committee 
members? 
2 . In what degree do school committee members ac-
cept or reject the identified determinants of 
teachers' salaries? 
3. Are the school committee members' opinions con-
cerning the salary issues influenced by the 
socio•economic discriminants of the school 
committee members? 
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Completion of the study required statistically compe-
tent answers to the questions stated above . The s tatis-
tical method was required to reveal whether certain 
determinants rallied general acceptance , opposition, or 
neutrality; the degree to which the committeemen accepted 
or rejected the determinants; and the significance of the 
socio-economic characteristics in shaping the committie• 
mens' attitude. 
Chi square was selected for treatment of questions 
one and three; and a chi square derivative , the coefficient 
of contingency was selected for the treatment of question 
two . The details of the three treatments are discu sed 
later in the statistical analysis of each basic question . 
Three basic properties of the data collected for thi 
study should be remembered as the question by question 
analysis is made . 
First, the criteria which determine the level of 
teachers' salaries have been accumulated , classified, and 
set down in outline having major headings and subdivisions. 
Second, a data gathering instrument with a statement 
of principle specifically designed for each outline sub-
division was distributed to each school committee member . 
The data were co piled from the responses of the members 
who had recorded their convictions concerning each princi· 
ple on a five point scale of preference ranging from 
" agree in all respects" to " disagree in all respects . " 
Third , t he completed information sheets providedthe 
information for classifying the members according to the 
socio-economi c characteristics . 
Statistical Analysis of Question One 
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Are there certain princieles of salary scheduling 
which are generally accepted and others which are generally 
rejected by school committee members? ·- A determination of 
whether some criteria rallied a general opinion sufficient 
to remove them from consideration in question three re -
quired two measurements . It was necessary first, to de-
termine which distributions of choices from the 198 
respondents were sufficiently definite to remove the pos-
sibility that they had been chance , and that a second 
recording of choices might have indicated a diff erent 
position . Second , it was necessary to decide hmv great a 
majority was sufficient to eliminate from consideration 
any misleading chi - square significances which might have 
appeared in some par t s of question three. 
The plan for deciding which determinants were not 
subject to challenge on the grounds that the dis t ributions 
had been those of chance were based on the chi-square test 
to indicate "1hich item responses caused sufficient divergence 
from equal frequencies to reject the hypotheses of equal 
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probability (the null hypothesis of chance) . 
The plan to determine whether some items represented 
a sufficiently singular position among all respondents to 
remove them from consideration in quest ion three was not 
a statistical mandate on the researcher . It was rather 
a measure designed to eliminate the possibili t y that the 
influence of socio•ecooomic characteristics would appear 
significant when they were , in fact , significant in degree 
only and in a total population \<7hich was overwhelmingly of 
one mind . It was decided to eliminat e from the correlations 
between the socio-economic characteristics and the de-
terminants all items in which the majority posit ion, 
whether it had been favorable or unfavorable , exceeded 
the counter position by a rati o of 5 to 1 or greater . 
From Table 9 it will be observed that item number 31 
gave a dist r i bution 7 -2~2 ·33 ~154 . Obviously the principle 
represented was disapproved with such weight that to have 
made a determination that a particular socio~economic 
characteristic among the seven was influential in estab-
lishing the position would have been untenable even if it 
had been totally in one group . In fact the total number 
approving hardly represented a significant part of any 
group . Several other items recorded a less dramatic yet 
overwhelming demonstration of concert of opinion. 
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It was~ of course , recognized that this decision 
eliminated the possibility of greater claims for the study . 
However , the purpose of the investigation would have been 
defeated if less rigid statistical practices had been 
t olerated . The objective has been to prodace only those 
findings which are statistically competent . 
Preliminary to making the chi-squar e determinations 
and eliminating items on the 5 t o 1 majori ty basi s a 
frequency tabu lation of the item responses on the five 
point scale were completed . Table 9 is a summar y of that 
data . 
The numbers i n the left column correspond to the 47 
items of the informat ion sheet . The listing in the cri-
terion column expresses for ready references and as con-
cisely as possible the main substance of the several items . 
The remaining five columns give the frequency of the 198 
responses to each item distributed on the five point scale . 
The thirteen items identified by an aster isk are those in 
which the t otal of those appr oving or disapproving ex-
ceeded t he contrary opinion by an excess of at least 5 to 1 . 
Further inspection of the table indicated that the 
neu tral posit ion had a frequency tally for each item but , 
with few exceptions , it was relatively small in comparison 
with the approving or disapproving frequencies . As a re-
sult a f r equency distribution of the items (with 10 
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Table 9.. Distribution of Opinions of 198 Rhode Island 
School Committee Members on the Inclusion of 
47 P:cinciples in the Teacher Salary Scheduling 
Process 
.u 
.u ~ t/) .-1 
.-1 ~ (!) ~ .-1 .-1 0 "0 < < ~tl) .... t-1 Criterion tl) (.) S::tll S::tr.l (!). c::.u c.u (!)C:: ...... .u ol"'f.U 1 ...... (.) •.-1 (.) Q O (.) (.) from (1) (!) ~ .,... (!)Q) Q)Q) (1)0. 0 C::, (1)0. (1)0. z Information Sheet Q) . tl) Q) l tll Zo.-f $-ltl) ~{/.) 
a 
. (1) ~Q) 0. 01)(1) 01)<!,) $.1 ~ . ~ a>O ttl !X: m tx: ~ co blj > tl) til ttl .... ...... H < <. ~ Q Q 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 Superior Intelligence 15 40 10 69 64 
2 Superior Aptitudes 33 68 8 48 4·1 
3 Promising Personality 10 44 18 61 65 
4* Advanced Degree __ 123 60 4 8 3 
5 Extra Credits in Subject 
Taught 41 89 16 33 19 
6* Liberal Arts Over Teachers' 
College 8 12 24 75 79 
7* Honor Grades in Subject 
Taught 8 18 14 81 77 
8 High Examination Grades 14 36 18 58 72 
9* High Cost of Training 2 7 13 58 118 
10* Upper Grades Over Elem. 
Grades 9 20 11 67 91 
11 Automatic S te_Q.s 80 69 8 23 18 
12 Longevity Increment 37 51 16 52 42 
13 Experience Steps Transferable 76 74 14 25 9 
14 Experience Credi t '::from 
Military 53 57 12 34 42 
15 Experience in Related Fields 22 92 31 26 27 
16 Concomitant Tasks After 
Hours 82 73 8 24 11 
(continued on next page) 
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Table 9-. (continued) 
-. ·-
4.J 
4-J "0 (/.) r-1 
r-1 (/.) Q) ~ r-1 Criterion """' ~Ul "0 < < ..... ~ (/.) 0 c::w dOO Q) from ~.w d+J Q)d ...... .w •,..f 4-J ~ ...... 0 ..... 0 Q O 0 (J Information Sheet Q) ' Q) o"B Q)Q) Q)Q) Q) Q. ·a> Cl. Q)Q. (l)Q. z Q) ' ~ . · C'Jl zor-~ $-ltf.l $-I {f.) Q) Q) Q. bnQ) bt}Q) 
m H ~ H ~ (1)0 ctiP:: d~ 6o bb ~ Cll Cll .w ...... ...... 
""" 
-~ < ::d Q 0 
·-
1 2 3 4 5 
17 Extra Load - Pupils ~ Classes 20 42 27 64 45 
18* Extra Duties Within Day 11 19 9 64 95 
19 Merit Psychological 
Principles 50 70 10 33 35 
20 Proficiency in Classroom 45 88, 13 30 22 
21 
__, Proficiency in School 33 64 26 35 40 
22* :Proficiency in Professional 
Role 3 7 30 53 105 
23* Civi c Participation 3 8 11 54 122 
24 Tested Progress of Pupils 25 56 20 47 50 
25 Short Suppl v Cate_g_ories 19 48 17 72 42 
26 More Pay for Men 11 21 13 36 117 
27 Inter-district Competition 67 65 16 32 18 
28 Regional Scales 59 50 16 42 31 
29* Less for Married Women 6 9 8 55 120 
30* Less for Any Secondary 
. Wage Earner 7 9 5 35 142 
31* Less for Girls Living at 
Home 7 2 2 33 154 
32* "Bigstt Expected to Pay More 10 19 20 65 84 
33 uRich" Expected to Pay More 16 22 24 51 85 
34 State E~ualization Sup~ort 74 69 13 24 18 
35 State Established Minimums 97 50 19 19 13 
(concluded on next page) 
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Table 9 . (concluded) 
oL.) 
.w "0 Ul ...-1 
""'"' 
Ul Q) ~ ...-1 ...-1 ~ "0 < < ...t l-1 Ul Ul 0 s::;w s::;w 
Cl) Criterion s:::.w S:::+l (l)J::: •r-f .w orof.j.) § •r-f 0 ...tCJ ~0 0 0 
.from (l) 
(l) o"S Q)(l) Q)(l) . Q) ~ Q) P,. Cll O. QJO. 
~ Ul • Ul d •r-1 1-!Ul 1-!Ul Information Sheet Q) Q) Q) Q) 0.. bOQJ tli)Cl) 
m l-,j ~ !-1 ~ <UO ~~ CISP:: bQ bO ~ {/,) Ul .u ..... ..-f 
H < < :r:: 0 Q 
1 2 3 4 5 
36 State Legislated Common 
Scales 38 40 9 41 70 
37 Ease of Certification 30 43 33 61 31 
38 Limited Professional Status 18 24 41 56 59 
39 Employees , Not Fee Taker, 
Status 26 20 40 54 58 
. 40 Strengthen Collective 
BargaininR: 8 32 22 48 88 
41 Numerical Size of Profession 16 23 28 87 44 
42 Shelter by Tenure 14 29 24 68 63 
43 Tenure Replacement by 
Orderly Dismissal 55 70 19 33 21 
44 Public Pensions 18 32 20 78 50 
45 Vacations as Compensation 29 48 14 69 38 
46 Public Participation in 
Fringe s 20 47 10 65 56 
47' Dependency Clauses 5 4 9 53 127 
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exceptions: 4, 6, 9, 22 , 23 , 32 , 33 , 35 , 38 , 41) was 
bimodal and none, including the 10 exceptions , approxi-
mated a normal distribution. This property was important 
to the study from two separ a t e orientations . First, one 
advantage of not using the four point scale was confirmed 
since the central position woul have been lost in the 
resulting forced choice . Second, the bi~odal phenomenon 
which caused a change in the statistical treatment of 
question two from an analysis of cent ral tendency to an 
analysis by the coefficient of contingency would have 
passed unapprehended . This latter is discussed later in 
the section 't'lhich concerns question two . 
To determine whether any of the 47 items were to be 
rejected on the grounds that the distribution might have 
been chance and therefore statistically unreliable each 
was subjected to the chi - square procedure to compute 't.ghic 
of the items were sufficient to reject the null hypotheses 
of equal probability . 
Since there were 198 responses to each item distributed 
on a five point scale the frequency distributions tabul ted 
in Table 9 were the observed frequencies, and 198 ~ 5 or 
39 . 6 at each point were the expected frequencies based on 
the null hypothesis of equal probability . F'urther , since 
the chi-square arrangement resulted in a 5 x 2 fold table 
in each instance the df (degrees of freedom) in each case 
6 
was (5-l) (2-1) or 4 . The probability of e~~ceeding a 
chi-square value of 9 . 5 with a d£ of q is • 5; of e~cceed-
1/ 
ing 11 . 7 is . 02; and of exceeding 13. 3 is . 01 .-
Table 10 shows the results of the test of the null 
hypothesi~ of equal probability in the first four columns . 
Column one gives the item numbers , column two gives the 
computed value of chi-square for each item, column three 
gives the p obability that the null hypothesis may be 
correct and column four indicates whether the null hypothe -
sis is to be accepted or rejected . Column five is a com-
putation of the coefficient of contingency which was used 
· with question two and column nix records the total number 
agreeing with each principle (with or without reservation) 
compared with those opposing . 
Inspection of the table indicated that the computed 
value of chi - square substantially exceeds the 13 . 3 value 
required to reject the null hypothesis at the • 1 level 
for each item. 
Although most calculations produced x2 many times 
that necessary to reject at the . 01 level, conclusions 
concerning the relative degree of support had to await 
analysis of question two which was based on the coefficient 
of contingency. This was necessary since x2 has no 
maximum . Neither does it plot a straight line on a 
1/Henry E. Garrett , op . cit . , pp . 253 , 450 . 
Table 10 . 
f..4 (1) (1) 
1 f..4 ~ ..;:)" cr II 
til ~ I ~ ..... .c 
1-f t.) 
1 74 . 9 
2 48 . 5 
3 62 . 4 
4 277.4 
5 87.5 
6 121 . 3 
7 132 . 3 
8 63 . 8 
9 241 . 2 
10 139 .6 
11 101 . 1 
12 21.5 
13 109 . 0 
14 32 . 2 
15 87 . 7 
16 125 .5 
17 29 . 5 
18 147 . 4 
19 49 . 7 
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Summary of Computations of Chi~Square Based on 
the Null Hypothesis of Equal Probability and 
the Coefficient o~ Contingency for 19 Rhode 
Island School Committee Members on 47 Principles 
of Teacher Sal ary Scheduling Procedures 
-~ ~ • (1) M fl.) . .... 
~ :; .-1 •rot 4-l ...:t ~ (1) 0(1).-1 (1) til 0 0\ 0 (1) 
.C:C'IS H fi (I) ~ +I >a co 0 .,..c f..4 ~U:;> 13 (.) p.. ,jj (.) • • (!) bO +J r.-1 (!) (!) ~~ 0 (lj 
"1""1 tO"'N (!.) 4-l 0 •f""l g (!)(!) • • f..4 11) .-1~ (1)~:> 0 ~ ~ .,..C bl) bl) •l"'i .,..c •.-f +J (]) (lj s~ .; .; < 0 ,.Q'"OC'd~...:! (f) = .. (lj Q) .-1 0 B II .-1 r-1 ,.Q Q) :; .-1 .-1 ctS (1j 
00 .0 0. (lj .-1 ~ < QJ 0 ~ ~ +J +J f..4Jl(lj . +J ~ . o u ~ ..... 0 0 ~ E-1 
-
Cll u ~ E--4 E-1 
:..o 1~ R .524 55/ 133 
. 01 .. R . 443 102/89 
. 01.o R . 489 54/126 
. 01- R • 736 183/11 
. 01- R . 554 130/52 
. 01• R . 615 20/154 
. 01- R . 633 26/158 
. 01- R . ~ 493 50/130 
. 01- R 
-· 741 9/178 
. 01· R ,.; 643 29/158 
. 01- R . 592 149/ 41 
• 01- R . 313 88/94 . 
. 01- R .595 150/34 
.01- R . 374 110/76 
. 01- R .554 114/53 
. 01- R . 622 155/35 
. 01• R . 360 62/109 
. 01• R . 653 30/159 
. 01- R .. 44·7 120/68 
(continued on next page) 
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Table 10. (continued) 
-
('f") fP Q) . I'll 
4-1 ::s ('f") or4 4-1 ..q -.1 
~ 0Q)~ ....... Cl) I'll 0 0\ 0 bD Q) Q) (!) ~..a~ .c Q) 4J.U :>.oo o s= Q) 1 k .. .u .c 00. .uo . . -.1 k ~ ...;:i" 4J .u Q)Q) s=s= Q) bO •rol bO"''N ....... 4-1 0 .,.., 0 Q)Q) • II Q) ~ 
z Q' II """'S::QJX Q) 0 ~ Q) 0 "11b0 k {/) 
t/) oro~· •rol 4J > k ctS ~.9 I B bD •rol m ' ~ ,.O'iJct$4--1 ~ en ::c: < Q ~ ctSQl~O ::s U I 4-1 .u .;) 
.u .c ,.OQ)::J .u ....... 4-1 s= ~ ~ ~ 
H u 00.0 ~ 13 ....... ~< Q) 0 s= ctS CIS k~t'CI 0 ~ ou ~·rol .u .t.J ~ ~ . t/) u ):: 0 0 
-
~ ~ 
20 87 . 9 .01- R . 554 133/52 
21 21 . 3 . o1 .. R . 310 97/75 
22 175 .5 . 01- R .685 10/158 
23 256 . 3 . 01- R .751 11/176 
24 26 . 0 . 01 .- R . 341 81/97 
25 51 . 8 . 01- R •. 455 67/114 
26 187. 5 . o1 ... R .. 697 32}153 
. 
27 62 . 8 . 01• R .• 490 132/50 
28 28 . 3 . 01· R . 358 109 /73 
29 246 . 4 .01- R . 744 15/ 175 
30 346 . 1 . 01- R .798 16/177 
31 429 . 9 . 01- R . 828 9/187 
32 108 . 6 . o1 ... R . 595 29/ 149 
33 83 . 3 . 01oo R . 544 38/136 
34 87.6 . 01- R . 554 143/ 42 
35 125 . 2 . 01- R . 622 147/32 
36 47 .0 •. o1 .. R .433 78 / 111 
37 17 . 2 . 01· R .283 73/92 
38 . 34 . 3 . 01- R . 384 42/115 
39 28 . 1 . 01- R . 353 46/112 
40 95 . 5 . o1 .... R . 570 40/136 
41 81 . 7 . Q_l .. R . 540 39/131 
42 59 . 7 . 01- R . 483 . 43/131 
(concluded on next page) 
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rectilinear grid. · Its plot is geometric rather than 
arithmetic. 
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From the preceding calculations it was possible t o 
conclude that the divergence of observed from expected re-
sults in all item distributions was too unlikely of occur-
rence to be accounted for by sampling fluctuations . It was 
confidently concluded that the Rhode Island school committee 
members as a group agree with the following 17 principles of 
teacher scheduling practice. 
1. Teachers whose aptitude scores for teaching are 
superior should receive a salary exceeding the 
basic schedule . 
2 . Salary schedules should provide a higher salary 
for teachers who have earned a master's degree 
than for those limited to a bachelor's degree . 
3. Salary schedules should provide a higher salary 
for teachers who have earned more than the re-
quired number of credits in the subject they 
teach . 
4 . Salary schedules for teachers should provide f or 
automatic yearly increases during the first 
several years of teaching . 
5. Teachers whose previou s experience has been in 
another town should receive year for year experi-
ence credit on the new salary schedule . 
6 . A teacher whose career has been interrupted by 
military service should receive year for year 
experience credit on the teaching salary scale . 
7 . Teachers ith other experience related to the 
skills and knowledge required in teaching their 
subject matter should receive experience credit 
on the teaching salary schedule . 
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8 . Teachers who are assigned extracurricular duties 
(i.e., senior play , athletic coaching , class 
advisor, etc . ) should receive extra compensation 
for the extra load . 
9 . A teacher's use of good instructional procedures 
(judged by principals and supervisors) should be 
one factor in determining the level of the 
teacher's pay . 
10 . Satisfactory classroom performance should be the 
standard by which a teacher's yearly progress on 
the salary scale is approved or disapproved . 
11 . Teachers who consistently seek to improve t he 
school (i . e ., by helping beginning teachers , 
willingly accepting special assignments , etc . ) 
should receive higher salaries than those whose 
proficiency is limited to activities within the 
classroom. 
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12. School committees should review salaries paid in 
neighboring communities so that the local schedule 
will not be much higher nor much lower than those 
of nearby towns . 
13. Salary schedules should be approved for a regional 
area rather than for single towns to eliminate 
salary competition among adjacent communities. 
14. Sufficient state aid should be paid to poorer 
communities so that they can pay teachers salaries 
equal to those in wealthier communities . 
15 . A minimum salary set for all communities in the 
state is a practice which should be encouraged . 
16. All communities in the state should not use 
identical salary schedules prepared by a central 
agency responsible to the legislature. 
17. Teacher tenure laws should be replaced by orderly 
procedures of dismissal for incompetence so that 
higher teachers' salary schedules could be ap-
proved . 
It can further be concluded with confidence that the 
Rhode Island school committee members as a group disagree 
with the following thirty principles of teacher salary 
schedule practice . 
1. Teachers whose tested intelligence is superior 
should receive a salary exceeding the basic 
schedule . 
2. Teachers whose personalities exhibit unusual 
promise for a career in teaching should receive 
a salary greater than the established minimum. 
3 . - Teachers who have graduated from a liberal arts 
college should receive a higher salary than 
those who have graduated from a teachers' col-
lege. 
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4 . Teachers who earned honor grades while at col-
lege in t he subj ect they now teach should r eceive 
a higher salary than those who did not. 
5 . Teachers who have passed an approved teacher ts 
examination (i.e., the National Teachers Exam-
inat ion) with exceptionally high scores should 
be started with a salary above the minimum . 
6 . Teachers whose preparation for teaching has been 
unusually expensive should receive a salary 
above the scheduled minimum. 
7 . Teachers who teach the upper grades (10-12) 
should receive higher salaries than teachers who 
t~ach the lower grades (1 - 3) . 
8 . A salary above the normal maximum s!Iould be 
awarded teachers with many (30 for example) 
continuous years of teaching . 
9 . Teachers with unusually large pupil loads (re-
sulting from large classes or extra classes) 
should receive salaries above the normal 
schedule . 
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10 . Teachers assigned extra duties within the normal 
day (i. e . , recess supervision, cafeteria, 
traffic patrols , etc . ) should receive extra 
compensation for the extra responsibilities . 
11 . Teachers who favorably influence the public on 
school issues should receive a salary higher 
than the basic scale provides. 
12 . Teachers who actively participate in the affairs 
of the community should receive a salary higher 
than the basic scale provides. 
13 . The progress made by pupils (measured by approved 
tests) should be one factor in establishing the · 
teacher's salary. 
14 . Teachers in short supply categories (i . e ., science , 
handicapped children, primary grades , shop, girls' 
physical education) should receive a salary ex-
ceeding the approved scale . 
15 . A salary scale for teachers should provide a 
higher scale for men than for women teachers . 
16. s. la~ies for married women (who cannot readily 
move to seek better employment) should not be as 
high as those for single women or men . 
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17. Because a wife's income supplements that of her 
husband her salary should not be as high as that 
of single teachers or married men . 
18 . An unmarried teacher who lives at home should not 
expect a salary as high as that of a teacher 
whose entire support must come from the salary 
earned. 
19 . Large communities should have higher salaries 
than small communities (as in industry , "bigs" 
pay more). 
20 . Wealthy communities should provide more attractive 
salary schedules than the poor communities . 
21 . Teachers ' salaries should remain below those of the 
higher paid professions until the standards for 
teacher certification are raised. 
22 . Teachers' salaries should not be raised to the 
level of those in law and medicine as long as 
the public has less respect for the professional 
status of teachers . 
23 . Teachers' income should remain below the income 
of doctors and lawyers since teachers' salaries 
must be approved by the school committee whereas 
doctors and lawyers set their own fees . 
24 . The power of teachers' associ ations and unions to 
bargai n collectively should be strengthened as a 
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method of furthering teachers' economic inte~-
ests . 
25 . The great cost of salary increases to a great 
number of teachers should keep t he level of 
teachers' salaries below the level of the higher 
paid professional groups . 
26 . Legal protection against unfair dismissal as pro-
vided in the tenure law should be sufficient com-
pensation to justify lower salary schedules for 
teachers than would othenvise be approved . 
27 . Teacher pension plans in which the state shares 
the cost should be sufficient compensation to 
justify lower salary schedules than would other-
wise be approved . 
28 . The extensive vacation time available to teachers 
should be suffi cient compensation to justify 
lower salaries than would otherwise be approved . 
29 . Benefits such as sick leave pay and paid hospi-
talization plans should bold teachers' sa l aries 
at l evels lower than would otherwise be approved . 
30 . Teachers who have dependents should receive a 
sala~y which i s above ti1e standard scale . 
Applying t he iive to one majority rule of approval or 
disapproval it may further be concluded that the following 
pri nciple is approved so ove~1helmingly t hat subsequent 
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treatment under question three to expose the influence of 
socio-economic backgrounds on the princi ple would be unpro-
ductive . Salary schedules should provide a higher salary 
for teachers who have earned a masters' degree than for 
those limited to a bachelor's degree . 
It may also be concluded in like manner that the fo l -
lowing twelve principles have been disapproved l7ith suffi-
cient strength to obviate any later conclusions concerning 
a difference of opinion based on the socio-economic char-
acteristics . 
1 . Teachers who have graduat ed from a liberal a ts 
college should receive a higher salary than those 
,~ho have graduated from a teachers ' college . 
2 . !eachers who earned honor grades while at colleg 
in the subject they now teach shoul receive a 
higher salary than those who did not . 
Teachers whose preparation for teaching has been 
unusually expensive should receive a salary above 
the sched~led minimum. 
4 . Teachers who teach t he upper grades (10 - 12) shoul 
receive higher salaries than teachers who teach 
t he lower grades (1-3) . 
5 . Teachers assigned extra duties within t he normal 
day ( i . e ., recess supervision, cafeteria , traffic 
patrol , etc. ) should receive extra compensation 
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for the extra responsibilities . 
6 . Teachers who favorably influence the public on 
school issues should receive a salary higher than 
the basic scale provides. 
7 . Teachers who actively participate in the affairs 
of the community should receive a salary higher 
than the basic scale provides . 
8. Salaries for married women (who cannot readily 
move to seek better employment) should not be as 
high as those for single women or men . 
9 . Because a wife's income supplements that of her 
husband her salary should not be as high as that 
of single teachers or married men . 
10 . An unmarried teacher who lives at home should not 
expect a salary as high as that of a teacher whose 
entire support must come from the salary earned . 
11 . Large communities should have higher salaries 
than small conmunities (as in industry , "bigs" 
pay more) . 
12 . Teachers who have dependents should receive a 
salary which is above the standard scale. 
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Statistical Analysis of Question Two 
In what degree do school committee members accept or 
reject the identified determinants of teacher salaries? - -
Original plans to analyze the above question were made in 
terms of central tendency and variability . However , the 
predominating bi-modal nature obtained in the distribu-
tions rendered measures of central tendency to a position 
of little significance . 
The mean, for example , could have suggested a neutral 
opinion among the respondents when in fact the opinion was 
likely to have been strong but divided among the approving 
and disapproving camps . The median i nherited the same 
disadvantage of being located in , or not far from , the 
neutral position between strongly positive and strongly 
negative groups , Although the mode would have revealed 
the most typical position, would not have been affected 
by the averaging properties , and would have quickly i enti-
fied the bimodal tendency , it too , would have failed to 
indicate adequately the strength of departure from a chance 
distribution of equal probability. Neither were range 
Q, AD , or ~ particularly useful in coping wit h the bimodal 
property . 
The coefficient of contingency was selected to indi-
cate the strength of departure from a chance distribution. 
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The degree of firmness in the recorded position was thereby 
poss i ble . Since the coefficient of contingency has a 
minimum and a maximum for a scale of any fixed number of 
points , such as three , four, or five. i;.t became possible 
to record relative strength whereas use of central tendency 
would have become misleading . 
A reques t to change the procedure in accordance with 
the above explanation was heard by the advisory committee 
and approved on February 7 , 1964 . 
Both the coefficient of contingency (C) and chi -square 
2 (x ) depend upon a comparison of observed and expected fre -
1/ 
quencies in the cells of a contingency table .- One may 
be directly derived from the other through the following 
formula : 
The advantage in using C for this particular question 
resided in the fact that it has a fixed minimum and maximum 
for t he degree of departure from that of chance~ When the 
actual and the expected entries are exactly the same there 
is no departure and C : 0 . 0 . When all the observed fre -
quencies fall in one cell of a contingency table in which 
the expected distribution anticipates an equal number i n 
each cell the departure is maximum and the computed value 
of C is therefore maximum . In a 5 x 2 fold table the 
1/Henry E. Garrett , op . cit ., p . 394 . 
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maximum computed value of C becomes~ or . 894 . (It can 
be demonstrated algebraically t hat a similar maximum in a 
four point scale is~ ; in a three point scale~ ; or 
for a scale of N points tf ~ ). Since 5 x 2 fold tables 
were basic t the construction of Table 10 (as explained 
on page 64 of the preceding section) a value of . 000 for 
C indicates that the degree of acceptance of any particular 
principle was chance only . A compute value for C of • 4 
would indica te complete acceptance (or rejection) of the 
particular principle by all respondents . 
Further algebra treatment demonstrates tha ' in such a 
5 x 2 table a x2 sufficient to reject the null hypothesis at 
the . 01 level yields a coefficient of contingency of . 251 . 
Similarly in a rejection at the . 02 level C s .236 , and re-
jection at the . 05 level c a ~l4. 
An inspection of Table 10 , column five indicated that 
all computed values of were far beyond the . 01 confidence 
level of . 251 . A distribution of the compiled val es of C 
for each of the 47 items appear · in Table 11 . 
If the chi-square analysis of question one had re-
vealed some principles with a confidence level below • 5 , 
question ~10 , with its correspondingly lower coefficients 
of continsency would have taken on added importance in the 
analysis . In the actual data of the study the analysis of 
question two simply reinforced the findings of question one. 
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Table 11 . Degree of Acceptance or Rejection of 47 Princi-
ples ofi Scheduling Teachers ' Salaries from a 
Computation of the Coefficient of Contingency 
·computed Value Item Numbers of the 47 Principles 
of the of Schedulinf Teachers' Salaries 
Coefficient of (From the In ormati on Sheet --
Contingency Page 14) 
. 800 ~ • 894:: 31 
. 700 ... . 799 4-9- 23- 29 "!! 30- 47 
• 600 ... .699 6 -7 -10 ~1 ·18 - 22 -26-35 
. 500 .. . 599 1-5-11- 13-15-20- 32 - 33- 34-40- 41 
. 400 - . 499 2-3- 8-19-25-27-36- 42 - 43-44-45-46 
• 300 .., , 399 12 -14-17~21 ~24-28 - 38 - 39 
. 251**-. 299 37 
* Maximum possible value of C : . 894 
-In .Jhen C • . 251 , P • . 01 
Minimum possible value of C • . 000 
·• 
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A confidence level exceeding . 01 for each of t e 47 
items was hardly to be expected during the planning stages 
of the study . The statistical good fortune of the results 
obt ained obviated the necessity of applying the discriminat-
ing funct1on of question two . The resulting discrimina-
tions would have been among items already judged with con-
fidences exceeding . 01 . 
Stati s tical Analysis of Question Three 
Are school committee members' opinions concerning the 
salary issues influenced by t he members' socio-economic 
characteristics? The analysis of questions one and ~10 
completed the investigations necessary prior to making a 
frontal attack on the fi11al and central question of the 
study . This concerned the influence of certain character• 
istics in the socio•economic backgrounds of school commit -
tee members on their attitudes toward the principles of 
teacher salary scheduling practices . 
One of the useful contributions of the analysis of 
question one to t his question was the elimination of 
thirteen of the forty- seven principles of teacher scheaul-
ing practices from further consideration here . These par-
ticular principles precipitated a unanimity of position 
sufficient to make a factor analysis of the influential 
-
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charact ristics unproductive . This unanimity, as analyzed 
in the second section of this chapter , shm~ed endorsement 
of principle 4 in the original information sheet. In addi-
tion it sh wed a corresponding rejection of twelve items 
numbered 6 , 7, 10, 18, 22, 23, 29, 30 , 31 , 32 , and 47 . 
The principle acce ted in item 4 was that of payment of 
higher salaries to teachers with advanced degrees. The 
principles rejected were those of higher salaries for 
liberal arts degrees• for having earned honor grades in the 
subject taught; for having a high cost preparation; for 
teaching in the higher grades; for having extra duties in 
the scheduled school day; for assisting less experienced 
teachers ; for participation in civic activities; for paying 
less to married women, secondary wage earners , or girls 
living at home; for paying more in large systems than in 
smaller ones , and for dependency clauses . 
No further analysis was made of the above items because 
of the strength of the committeemens' declared position in 
total , but attention was turned to discovering whether the 
socio-economic characteristics of Rhode Islands' school 
committee members influenced their attitude concerning the 
remaining 34 criteria . 
To undertake this analysis the 198 responding members 
were first divided in seven different ways as described in 
Chapter II . These seven divisions were made up in the 
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following manner. 
The longevity of service division consisted of two 
groups; one of 94 members having served three or less years , 
and a second of l Ol., members having served more than three 
years . 
The division according to occupation consisted of 
59 professional and technical workers; 51 managers , 
officials , and proprietors; 35 homemakers; 23 salesworkers; 
and 14 craftsmen. These groupings included 182 of the 198 
respondents. Sixteen others had miscellaneous occupations 
and were eliminated from participation in the occupational 
division only . 
The age division consisted of three groups; one of 66 
members being forty years of age or less , a second group of 
71 members being over forty but not over fifty, and a 
third group being over fifty . 
The division according to sex consisted of 145 males 
and 53 females . 
The division according to political party consisted 
of 78 Democrats, 103 Republicans , and 17 Independents . 
The division according to religion consisted of 1 1 
Catholics, and 94 Protestants . Since there were only 2 
Jewish committee members in PJtode Island when the data were 
gathered and 1 Deist these two groups were not considered 
in the study because of the distorting statistical impact 
on chi-square of very small numbers . 
The division according to residence consisted of 45 
members from urban communities and 45 members from rural 
communitiea. By happenstance this last division is com-
posed of two numerically equal groups . 
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Contingency tables were then completed for each of the 
seven socio-economic characteristics from the frequency 
distributions for each of the 34 principles being con-
sidered . These were prepared on duplicated sheets as 
1/ 
illustrated in Garrett- and composed a 238 page notebook 
of calculations of x2 and P. The computations) after 
proper arrangement on the prepared formats, were then com-
pleted by use of the desk calculators at the Boston 
University statistics laboratory . 
Because of the choice of grouping in the several socio-
economic divisions three types of contingency tables re -
sulted . Longevity, sex , religion and residence , which were 
made up of two groups each on the five point scale , pro-
duced 5 x 2 fold tables with (5-l) (2-1) or 4 degrees of 
"" freedom for each . The critical x' and P values for each 
2/ 
were respectively 9 . 5 at . 05; 11.7 at . 02 and 13. 3 at • 1 .-
The age and political party groupings produced 5 x 3 
fold tables with 8 degrees of freedom for each . The 
!/Henry E. Garrett, op . cit., p . 263 . 
critical x2 and P values for each were 15 . 5 at . OS; 18 . 2 
at . 02; and 20 . 1 at . 01 . 
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The occupation grouping produced a 5 x 5 fold format 
which had 16 degrees of free dom and critical values for x2 
and P of 26 . 3 at . 05; 29 . 6 at , 02; and 32 . 0 at . 01 . 
Table 12 summarized the computed relationship between 
the observed results and those to have been expected on 
the hypotheses of independence. Those which showed rela-
tionship of . OS, . 02, and . 01 indicated with a respective 
confidence of . 95, ·;.98 , and . 99 that the observed and ex -
pected results were independent and that the principles 
under consideration did produce a difference of attitude 
because of the particular socio-economic characteristic 
being compared in the contingency table . 
Inspection of the table indicated that of the 34 
principles tested the following significant differences 
among the socio-economic groupings were present . 
The longevit~ groupings showed significant differences 
for 10 princi ples numbered 1, 11 , 13, 26 , 27 , 28 , 34 , 35, 
36 , and 44 . The contingency tables also showed that the 
group with greater length of committee service favored 
more strongly than the group having less service all items 
listed e::tcept for item 26 in which the senior group di s -
approved more strongly extra pay for men, and item 44 
which proposed lm~er salaries because of public supported 
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Table 12 . Summary of Relationship Between Results and 
~"'tpected Results from the Hypothesis of Inde-
pendence Based on the Response s of Seven Socio-
Economic Classifications of Rhode Island Sc ool 
Commit tee Membership Concerning 47 Pri nciples 
of Scheduling Teachers' Salaries 
Pri nciples of :>, s:: 0 ~ $-1 .I.) ..... QS !: Scheduli ng (!) •1"1 +J 0 0 
"""' 1 > Cl:l """ """ • til Teachers' <lJ 0.. +J :>, on S:::J-1 bO ~ •.-f .1.) ..... ~~ 
. ~ 0 (!) ~ ..-1$-f """' Salaries a g ~ - ~ ~~ 2 ~ 
'(!) Socio-economic Att ributes .w 
1-4 
Superior Intelli-
gence 1 . 05* • 30 . 01* . 02* . 20 . . 30 . . 40 
Special 
Aptitudes 2 . 30 . 01* . 05* . 01* . 70 . 50 . 60 
Promising 
Personality 3 . 70 . 30 . 70 • 30 . 20 . 95 • 30 
Advanced 
Degrees 4 
-- -- --· -- -- -- --Extra credits 1.n 
Subj ect TauP:ht 
Liberal :Art s 
5 . 70 . 03* . 01* . 95 . 05* . 80 . 20 
Over Teachers' 
Colle~e 6 ...... 
-- --
..... 
-- -- --Honor Grades 1.n 
Subject Taught 7 
-- -- -- -- -- -- --
H1.gll ExamJ.natl.on 
Grades 8 . 20 . 20 . 02* . 40 .10 . 30 . 6~0 
H1.gn Cost o:t 
Trai ni ng 9 
--
-- -- -- -- -- --Upper Grades 
Over Elem . Grades 10 
-· -- -- -- -- -- --Autoroat1.c 
St e"QS 11 . 01* • o5~'( . 05* . 80 . 10 . 60 . 10 
Longevity 
12 . 30 . 50 Increment . 02* . 80 . 05* . 01* . 02* 
Exper1.ence steps 
Transferable 13 . 05* . o5~'r • 70 • 30 .40 • 5_Q_ . 70 
Exper1.ence ~rectJ.t 
f rom Military 14 . 10 . 01* . 02* . 01* . 01* . 01* . 10 
(continued on next page) 
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Table 12 . (continued) 
Principles of s:: >, 0 r-1 ~ +J .... CIS s:: 
Scheduli:ng Q) .... .u 0 0 .-4 1 :> ca .... ..... t ~ Q) Q. .w~ t!) C:::J.4 Teachers' b.!) ::s ...a+J .,.. ClS :; s:: 0 Q) :< .-4$.1 ~ -e ~ Salaries 0 0 2 Q) OtiS ~ m ..J 0 Cf) fl.d4 :;:::, 
.u Socio-economic At ributes 
..... 
Experience 1n Ke• 
1ated Fields 15 . 50 . 05* . 30 .80 • 30 . 60 . 50 
concomi. tant Tasks 
After Hours 16 . 10 . 70 . 30 . 80 . 60 . 02* . 10 
Extra Load--
Pupilst Classes 17 . 80 . 02* . 90 . 30 . 90 . 40 . 10 
Extra Dut~es 
Within Dav 18 
-- -- -- -- -- -- --Mer~t Psycholog.-
ical Principles 19 . 80 . 30 . 30 . 50 •. 40 . 60 • Ql;'(' 
Proficiency ~n 
Classroom 20 . 80 . 3Q . 70 . 50 . 50 . 40 . 30 
Proficiency in 
School 21 . 50 . 01* . 02* • 30 ·- . Ob'" . 01* 1.00 
Pro1:1c1ency ~n 
Professional Role 22 
-- -- -- -- --
...... 
--
CiViC 
ParticirJa tion 23 
-- -- -- -- -- -- --Tested Progres ·--
24 . 90 . o5-."' of Pupils . 40 . 95 . 50 . 10 . 0 !-;'c 
Short Supply 
Categories 25 .70 . 02-IC' 1.00 . 20 •. 20 . 20 . 95 
More Pay :tor 
26 Men . 05* . 20 . 50 . 20 . 30 . 90 . 80 
Inter·d~strict 
Competition 27 . 05* . 70 . JO . 70 . 20 . 50 LOO 
Regional 
Scales 28 . 05* • Ol'f: . 30 . 01* . 20 . 20 • 4_() 
Less for ~1arried 
Women 29 ..... 
--
... .. 
--
-- -- --Less for Any 
Secondary Wage 
30 Earner 
--
-I!!* .... 
--
--
..... 
--Less tor Girls 
Living at Home 31 .. .,. 
-- -- --
..... 
-- --
(concluded on next page) 
rinci les of 
.. 'che l:l.no 
Teachers' 
Sal ri s 
-- --
-- ... 
12 9 
-- -- --
11 5 
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pension plans . 
In no case was a significance discovered ·n ·rhic one 
group favore· a position while the other group rejected it . 
However , in item 28 the senior grou was 2-1 in favor 
whereas the junior group 1as only sl"ghtly (48%-42%) in 
favor . In item 36 the senior group was only slightly 
opposed ( 4-6%-l:-9%) t'17hereas the junior group disapproved 
"tvi.th 2-1 dominance . 
It was concluded that uo opposing positions were to be 
discovered between t he two length of service ·ivisiono of 
committee men . It was concluded , hm~ever , that the senior 
group was significantly more favorable toward principles 
relating a teacher's salary t o intelligence , to a tomatic 
steps , to experience gained in other systems , to sal ries 
paid teachers in other districts, to regional schedules , 
to state support for poorer di stricts , to state established 
minUrr~s, and to state legisl ated common schedules . The 
senior group opposed with greater majority higher pay for 
men and holdin0 salaries lm~er because of the publicly 
supported pensions . 
The occupati onal groupin~s uncovered significant dif-
ferences for 16 principleG numbered 2 , 5 , 11, 13 , 14, 15 , 
17 , 21 , 2L{., 25 , 28 , 35 , 36 , l:.O, 45 , 46 . An item summary 
of t he sign:i.ficances found f llo-vm . 
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In items 2, 14, 17, 24 , 25 and 36 the occupational 
groupings were found to be in counter positions . Item 2 
which sug est ed better salaries for teachers 't·7ith special 
aptitudes was favored by a ll groups except the managerial 
and housewives . The managers recorded nearly equal f vor-
ing and opposing groups , but the housewives recorded an 
emphat ic 24- 7 opposition. Item 14 which favored e r.pe~·ience 
credit for military service was supported by all groups 
except the professional which recorded a 37 -19 opposition 
with 26 of them disagr eing in all respects and only 3 
agreeing in all respects . I tem 17 which favored extr pay 
for extra classes or extra pupils per class \\las acce table 
to the professional group exclusively . Item 24 which sug -
gested that s 1 ries be related to the tested progress o·~ 
pupils ~as strongly opposed by the professionals , was 
favored by the salesworkers and managers , and produced 
nearly equal gro-ups of homema ers and craftsmen favoring 
and opposin • Item 25 which suggested extra pay ~or 
teachers ·n categori es having a limited supply was 
favored by the craftsmen but opposed by the other groups , 
although only moderately so by sales~1orkers . Item 36 which 
proposed state legislated common scales '\>7as opposed by 
manager~ , homemakers , and salesworkers; was equally divided 
among craftsmen; and was moderately favored by professio 1 . 
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In items 21, 28 and 46 one or more groups were found 
to favor or disfavor the principle whereas the other 
groups were nearly equally divided. Item 21 which pro-
posed better salaries for teachers participating in civic 
affairs was strongly favored by managerial personnel, and 
mildly favored by professionals. Item 28 which suggested 
regional scales was strongly favored by managers, house-
holders and craftsmen, and was mildly favored by pro-
fessionals. Item 46 which favored lower salaries because 
of fringe benefits was mildly opposed by all groups except 
craftsmen who were equally divided. The household group 
favoring does so with reservations whereas the group oppos-
ing does so with emphasis . 
In items 5, 11 , 13, 15, 35 , 40 and 45 the significances 
found were of degree rather than counter position of the 
groups. Item 5 which suggested better pay for teachers 
with extra credits in the subject taught was favored by 
all groups; mildly so by professionals and householders; 
emphatically so by craftsmen. Item 11 which indicated a 
number of automatic or experience step raises was favored 
by all but the professional group in which support was 
primarily with reservations whereas managers and homemakers 
gave greater support in the category without reservations . 
Item 13 which suggested transfer of experience steps from 
other systems received strong support without reservation 
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from professional and homemaking groups but support 'tvith 
reservations from managers and salesworkers . Item 15 which 
suggested salary step credit for experience in related 
fields received less emphatic support from professionals 
than from managers . Item 35 which favored state estab-
lished minimums had more opposition from sales workers , and 
more neutrals among professionals although all groups 
favored the rinciple . Item 40 which suggested strengthen-
ing of collective bargaining for teachers was rejected by 
all groups but a larger portion of the professionals favored 
the neutral position than among the other groups . Item 45 
which suggested that the favorable vacation arrangements 
for teachers be considered as a salary factor was rejected 
by all groups; less emphatically by managers and very 
emphatically by homemakers . 
In the above discussion the significance has frequently 
been due to the different positions taken by the profes"'ional 
and managerial participants . 
The groupi ngs ~ age revealed significant differences 
for 12 principles , numbered l , 2 , 5 ,. 8 , 11 , 12 , 14, 21, 33 , 
36, 41 and 43 . In items 1 , 12, 14 and 36 tte age groups 
were in opposing position . Item 1 which expressed a salary 
preference fox ·teache·rs of superior intelligence ~1as 
favored by the older group but strongly opposed by the 
first and second groups. Item 12 which favored extra 
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salary for teachers of very long service was approved 
mildly by group two , opposed mildly by group three, and 
opposed more strongly by group one. On item 14 whic 
recommended the crediting of military service on the ex-
perience scale group three gave very strong approval, 
group one strong approval, but was rejected by group ovo . 
Item 36 which recommended a state•wide salary sch dul 
was favored by group three but strongly oppose by a e 
groups one and VNO . 
The remaining items 2 , 5 , 8 , 11,.. 14, ~1 , 33 , 41 , 
and 43 revealed s i gnificances in degree rather than posi• 
tion. Item 2 which recommended salary consideration for 
teachers with special aptitudes received relatively s 11 
support from group one and relatively s t rong support fro 
group three in the agree without reservations position. 
I n item 5 which recommended salary consideration for extr 
credits in the subject taught 'tvas strongly approved by 
groups one and t:"t-;ro but mildly approved by group three . 
All groups disapproved item 8 ,..Jhich related salaries to 
teacher examination grades but group three offered les. 
oppos ition than the other groups . All groups approved 
item 11 which recommen ed automatic steps with group t hree 
having less determination and more reservations than group 
one . All approved item 21 which recommended salary con-
sideration for teachers 'Hho showed school proficiency but 
5 
group three had less reservation than the other ~10 
groups . Item ~3 which indicated that rich communities 
\~ould be expected to pay higher salaries \11as rejected by 
all groups but less strongly by group three , and group tt-10 
had a larger neutral group . Item 41 which indicated that 
the numerical size of the teaching force would depress 
salaries was reject ed by all but more emphatically by 
group two than by group three . Item 43 which suggeste 
that removal of tenure provisions would improve salaries 
was approved by all groups but there were more reserv -
tions in group three . 
Significant differences because of ~ were CO!Dputed 
in 9 items~ by number 1 , 2 , 14, 28 , 36 , 38 , 40 , 44 , 4 
In items 1 and 2 which indicated salary consideration for 
superior intelligence and for special aptitudes received 
the endorsement of men and the rejection of women . Item 
14 which concerned experience credit for military service 
'tvas approved by t·mmen but had split opinion among men . 
Item 28 which recommended regional scales was approved 
by both but more emphatically by men . Item 36 which recom-
mended state prepared scales was rejected by both , again 
more emphatically by men. 
ItemG 38 , 40 , 44- , and 46 which concerned the limited 
professional status of teachers . the strengthening of 
collective bargaining , public pensions . and fringes as 
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inhibitants to higher teachers' salaries were rejected by 
both groups but with more conviction from t he female group . 
Significant differences because of eolitical party 
were computed for 11 principles by ntnnber 5, 12 , 14, 21 , 
33 , 34 , 39 , 4 ' 41 , 44 , 45 . 
Item 12 which supported an improved salary for long 
service received the support of Democrats but the opposi-
tion of Republicans and Independents . Item 14 which 
indicated experience credit for military service received 
the support of Democrats , the neutrality of Independents 
and opposition of Republicans . Items 44 and 45 which 
favored depression of salaries because of public pensions 
and liberal v cations received the support of Independents 
but the opposition of Democrats and Republicans . 
In items 5 and 34 which recommended salary considera-
tions for extra credits in subject taught and state sup • 
port for equalization of educational opportunity were 
favored by all groups but substantially more by Democrats . 
In items 33 and 40 \17hich e~tpected the rich communities 
to pay UKr e and favored improved collective bargaining by 
teachers were rejected by all parties but less so by 
Democrats . 
Item 21 which suggested proficiency in the school as 
a factor of salary was favored by all but more convincingly 
by Repub~icans and Independents . Item 39 which indicated 
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that teachers, as employees but not fee takers , should ex-
pect less pay than other professionals showed a signifi -
cance because of the large neutral (uncommitted) group of 
Independents. Like't11ise in item 41 which indicated t hat the 
numerical size of the teaching profession depressed 
salaries was rejected by Democrats and Republicans but 
recorded Independents as largely uncOillllitted. 
The groupings El religion demonstrated significant 
differences for five principles numbered 12, 14, 16 , 21 , 
and 36 . 
Item 12 which recommended a longevity increment was 
favored by Catholics but opposed by Protestants . Item 14 
which recommended experience credit for military service 
was favored by Protestants but Catholics were equally di-
vided. Item 21 which recommended salary considerations 
for teachers who contribute to improvement of the school 
was favored by Protestants and opposed by Catholics . 
Item 16 which indicated salary consideration for out 
of school tasks showed both groups to be favorable but the 
Catholic group with more conviction- In item 36 which 
favored state legislated salary schedules both groups 
demonstrated opposition but Catholics showed decidedly 
less conviction . 
The groupings according to urban ~ rural residence 
demonstrated significant differences in 6 principles 
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numbered 12, 19 , 24 , 33 , 36 and 44 . 
Item 12 which recommended a longevity increment was 
f avored by the urban group and rejected by the rural group . 
Item 19 which recommended a merit sti pulation in salary 
schedules , item 24 which recommended a salary stipulation 
related to the tested progress of pupils and item 36 
which favored state legislated salary schedules were all 
favored by the rural and opposed by the urban group . 
Item 33 which indicated that rich conununities were ex-
pected to pay more were disapproved by both groups but 
more emphatically by t he rural group . Item 44 which 
indicated t;hat public pensions ".1ere expected to depress 
salaries were rejected by both but with greater conviction 
by the urban group . 
A further inspection of Table 12 indicated t hat i n 
addition to t he socio-economic di fferences discusse· above, 
many instances occurred in which the computation of chi -
square tvas barely insufficient in 15 cases to establi sh P 
bet\.;een • 05 and • 01 . Although no statistical claims were 
made in t hese cases or for other lesser confidences . the 
possibility that added differences may exist remains al-
though unproven by the dat a . 
Another inspection of the table indicated t hat of t he 
34 items analyzed only four (3, 20 , 37, and 42) f ailed to 
elicit at least one significant difference among the seven 
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socio-economic groupings . These items which disapproved 
personality as a salary consideration, approved proficiency 
in the classroom as a consideration, isapprove e s of 
certification as a reason for depressing salaries , an 
disapproved prot ection by t enure as a reason for depressing 
salary schedules increased the principles listed on page 60 
as being generally approved or disapproved by Rhode Islan 's 
school committee members to 17 rather than 13. 
Item 14 which recommended experience credit for mili-
tary service caused significant differences among five of 
the seven socio-economic groupings and caused nea m sses 
(P = . 10-. 05) in the other two . Also , item 6 which 
f avored the preparation of state legislated salary schedules 
proved significant among six of the seven groupings , failing 
perhaps strangely, to excite a significance only among the 
political groupings . 
CHAPrER VI 
FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS 
Findings Which Were a Direct Result 
of the Study 
As a result of the preceding study a summary of find-
ings directly related to its purpose was possible . 
1. Of forty-seven principles analyzed only thirteen 
rallied a sufficiently singular opinion to forego 
consideration of possible socio- economic influence . 
Only four other prir.ciples, When subjected to 
analysis revealed no significant socio-economic 
influence . 
2. Analysis of the other thirty principles revealed 
a socio-economic influence on school committee-
mens' a ttitudes a total of 69 times; ten concerned 
length of service , sixteen concerned occupation, 
twelve concerned age, nine concerned sex , eleven 
concerned political party, five concerned religion, 
and six concerned the urban or rural communit:y 
structure . 
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3. Although the common preparation-experience type 
salary schedule may satisfy the principle of 
simplicity it was found to avoid many criteria 
considered by school committeemen to be among 
a teacher's salable skills . 
4 . The differences in attitude within the several 
socio-economic groupings were of two types; a 
difference in degree of position, and an opposi-
tion of positions . The difference in degree was 
the prevalent difference of attitude numerically 
outnumbering the counter position type in the 
study 45 to 24 among the 69 s ignificant differ -
ences discovered . 
5 . Based on the number of significant differences 
calculated the socio-economic characteristics 
were structured in the following descending 
numerical order: occupation 16 , age 12 , political 
party 11, longevity of service 1 10 , sex , urban/ 
rural residence 6 , and religion 5 . 
6 . Based on the number of significant and opposite 
differences calculated the socio-economic char-
acteristics were structured in the following 
descending numerical order: occupation 6 , 
political party and urban/rural residence 4 each, 
religion and sex 3 each , and longevity 0 . 
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7 . Based on the number of significant differences 
found the twelve principles of salary schedul-
ing exciting the greatest difference of opinion 
among the socio~economic groupings were struc-
tured in the following descending order: state 
legislated common scales 6; experience credit 
for military service 5; proficiency in the 
school, effect of public supported pension on 
salary schedules , and longevity increment 4 each; 
superior intelligence , special aptitudes for 
teaching, extra credits in subject taught, auto-
matic experience steps , regional schedules, 
higher schedules in wealthy communities, and col-
lective bargaining by teachers 3 each . 
8 . Based on the number of significant and opposing 
positions found the three principles of salary 
scheduling exciting the greatest controversy 
among the seven socio-economic groupings were 
structured in the following descending order: 
experience credit for military service 5 , 
longevity increment 4 , and state legislated 
common scales 3. 
Findings Which Were Coincident 
to the Planned Study 
As a result of the preceding study findings which 
were coincidental to its purpose were evident . 
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1 . Based on the proportional distrib tion of the 
seven socio-economic characteristics among the 
Rhode Island population a s a whole and among the 
school committee members disproportional repre-
sentation (rightly or t~ongly) was one of t he 
characteristics of Rhode Island school committees . 
2 . Among Rhode Island school committee members 
strong relationship existed between being a 
Democrat and a Catholic; also between being a 
_epublican and a Pro~eotant . Over 80 per cen 
of the Democrats were also Catholic , ·~nile over 
73 per cent of the Republicans were Prot stant . 
Conclusions 
As a result of the preceding study three conclusions 
directly related to its purpose were possible . 
1 . The acceptability to Rhode Island school committee 
members of thirty criteria which determine the 
level of teachers' salaries was significantly 
influenced by one or more of the following 
socio -economic characteristics: length of 
service , occupation, age,. sex, political 
affiliation , religion or residence . 
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The thirty criteria whose acceptability was signifi-
cantly influenced by the socio-economic characteristics were : 
intelligence of teachers 
aptitude for teaching of tea chers 
academic credits above the minimum required in the 
subject taught 
passing of an approved teachers examination 
several au tomatic step raises 
long career super maximum 
transfer of teaching experience from another town 
transfer of experience credit from military service 
transfer of experience credit from related occupa-
tions 
extra curricular duties of some teachers 
unusually large pupil loads of some teachers 
classroom proficiency of teachers j udged by princi -
pals 
proficiency of teachers in the school as a whole 
tested progress of pupils 
short supply of teachers in specific categories 
preferential schedule for men 
competition for teachers among neighboring t owns 
scheduli ng of salaries on a regional basis 
attractive schedules of wealthy communities 
equalization of salaries through state aid 
legislated minimum salary 
legislated common schedule for a ll communities 
status of teachers among the professions 
inability of teachers as public servants to estab -
lish pr ofessional fees 
limited right of teachers to bargain collectively 
numerical size of the teaching profession 
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security against orderly dismissal for incompetence 
state shared pension plans 
extensive vacation time available 
attractive sick leave and medical service plans 
2. Two criteria, for determining the level of 
teachers ' salaries , for which no socio-economic 
influence was found wera acceptable in general 
to Rhode Island school committee members . 
The criteria approved were a higher salary for teachers 
with an earned master's degree than for teachers with a 
bachelor's degree , and the use of classroom performance as 
the standard for the annual progress of teachers on the 
salary schedule . 
3 . Fifteen criteria, for determining the level of 
teachers' salaries , in which no socio-economic 
influence was found were unacceptable in general 
to Rhode Island school committee members . 
The criteria disapproved were a higher salary for : 
teachers with a promising personality 
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teachers with a liberal arts rather than a teachers' 
college preparation 
teachers who have honor grades in the subject tau ht 
teachers whose preparati on has been expensive 
teachers who teach upper rather than lower grades 
teachers assigned extra duties within the normal 
~y 
teachers who favorably influence the public on school 
issues 
teachers who actively participate in the affairs of 
the community 
teachers in large communities 
teachers with dependents 
lower salary for unmarried women teachers 
teaching wives whose incomes are supplementary 
unmarried teachers living at home 
keeping teaching salaries below those of the higher 
paid professions 
keeping teaching salaries lower because of teacher 
tenure 
CHAPTER VII 
EVALUATION 
Appraisal of the Findings 
An appraisal of the findings with regard for the ade~ 
quacy of the answers to the three basic questions and with 
regard to the proposed justification of the stuay follows : 
1 . The three basic questions have been answered with 
statistically competent information provided 
through the use of chi - square and t he coeffic~ent 
of contingency . These answers have been prepared , 
analyzed in detail and three conclusions have 
been stated . Every attempt has been directed 
toward conservative claims , ruling out all 11near 
missesu with questionable statistical competence . 
2 . Wherever a significance has been indicated confi-
dence in it has not only been established at the 
. 05 level or better but in each questionable cir-
cumstance selection of procedure was in favor of 
eliminating rather than producing differences . 
Small groups resulting from miscellaneous cate-
gories in occupation; the two Jewish and one 
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Deist religious tally; and the indefinite deter-
mination of suburban in the residential group 
were eliminated to assure against results pro-
duced by the use of small numbers . No attempt 
was made to produce extra claims by exposing the 
smothering effect of correlated groups such as 
politics and .religion, although such effects 
surely existed; No attempt was made to dis -
tinguish between the sub-groups of the socio-
economic characteristics such as physicians, 
professors, chemists, engineers, or accountants 
in the professional division; or between the 
salesmen and brokers of the sales group although 
such blending surely weighs against the discovery 
of additional differences . 
3. An experienced researcher would probably have 
found ways of giving significance to some of what 
has been excluded from this study on the grounds 
stated above . 
4 . Some unusual influence on the attitudes was pos -
sibly present at the time the data was taken 
because of two factors. At that time (1962) the 
Rhode Island General Court was debating with con-
siderable emotion whether to provide state sup-
port for parochial schools . In addition the AFT 
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was particularly vigorous in its teacher organ-
izing efforts , to the pleasure or antagonism of 
some of the public . 
Implications for School Adminis t rators 
Some important implications for the practicing school 
superintendent were produced through the study. These are 
summarized belo~ . 
1 . The common teacher salary scheduling practice 
based on the two dimensional preparat ional -
experience type scale , with or without merit 
criteria , excluded many concepts which committee -
men considered to be among a teacher's salable 
skills; and excluded some practices which school 
committee members were prone to i nclude with or 
in spite of the superintendent's leadership . 
2 . The school committeeman's concern f or the salary 
issues was evident from the favorable return 
exceeding 89 per cent (albeit with some "arm 
twisting" ) , the small m.nnber 't'1ho shielded them-
selves with the neutral choice 11no decided 
opinion, " and the prevalence of opinionated 
school committeemen's comment . Although he 
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might have been wrong he was seldom in doubt . 
Although his vie't-IS were often defensive , and 
although his views might have been considered 
somewhat pedestrian by the professional educator 
they are factors with which the public school 
adminis t xator must contend . 
3 . Although the administrator cannot expect a one-
to•one relationship between any one or any 
combination of a committeeman's socio-economic 
characteristics and his position on a salary 
issue the administrator can be certain that a 
committeeman's socio- economic structure will 
influence his attitude . And although a school 
committeeman's a t titude is not subject to the 
tidy predictability of a formula the practicing 
administrator will be wise to obtain the greatest 
possible understanding of the influence of the 
socio-economic characteristics of each member 
on his attitude . By so doing the administra -
tor can enhance his pm~er, his effectiveness , 
and procede with greater confidence in his 
educational statesmanship . 
4 . Practical and realistic salary scheduling 
practices for any community should take into 
account many more than the few salable skills 
now considered. Teachers' a ttitudes now offi-
cially (NEA and AFT) in support of the two 
dimensional scale are equally subject to the 
same review as are those of the elected rep -
resentatives. 
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5. Practical and realistic salary scheduling prac-
tices require considerable educational effort 
on the part of the school administrator where 
a marked difference between the board's 
attitude and his own exists. The comment of 
one respondent wondering if we are attaching 
our lives to a statistic is not likely to pass 
by i gnoring it. 
6. The socio-economic characteri stics of school 
committee members are a part of a school ad-
ministrator's professional environment and 
constitute a force with which he will con-
tend either in ignorance or in wisdom . 
Implications for General Education 
In addition to the implications for school administra-
tion, the study also suggested three implications for general 
education. These are listed below. 
1. Those concerned with the education of our young 
citizenry should seek impr oved means of 
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separating the decision making process from the 
subjectivity of socio-economic heritage. 
2. Citizen groups concerned with good policy control 
of the schools should be sensitive to possible 
relationships between socio-economic factors and 
school committee decision making . 
3. The independence of school committees from 
w~icipal government, and their direct responsi-
bility to the electorate, has not eliminated 
correlation between policy attitudes and socio-
economic attributes of school committees, in-
cluding political relationship. Additional means 
for improvement should be investigated. 
Implications for Further Research 
As a result of this study some suggestions for further 
research are indicated. The topics which are considered 
worthy of study are listed below. 
1. The influence of the socio-economic character-
istics of school administrators on their atti-
tudes toward the teacher salary determinants. 
2. The influence of the socio-economic character-
istics of teachers on their attitudes toward 
the teacher salary determinants. 
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3 . com ari son of the positi ons of school commit -
teemen , superintendents of schools, and teachers 
concerning the teacher sa lary discriminants. 
4. An analysis of why persons of certain socio-
economic composition support or reject certain 
determinants . 
5. A study of the weighted value to be attached to 
the several discriminants in the salary schedul-
ing process . 
6 . An investigation of the influence of one socio-
economic characteristic upon another as suggested 
in the Democratic -Catholic, and Republican-
Protestant correlation. 
7. An investigation of the suspected bi-polarity of 
the Catholic respondents ' a ttitude as a result of 
their support f or public or f or parochial schools. 
8 . An investigation of the consequences of the dis-
proportionate representation of the several 
socio-economic groups in school government . 
9 . A more intensive study of occupation as a 
determinant of a committeeman's a ttitude to-
ward the teacher salary discriminants . 
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APPENDIX A 
RHODE I SLAND SUPERINTENDENTS OF SCHOOLS 
(1962) 
RHODE ISLAND SUPERINTENDENTS OF SCHOOLS (1962) 
School District 
Barrington 
Bristol 
Burrill ville 
Central Falls 
Charlestown 
Covent;ry 
Cranston 
Cmnberland 
East Greenwich 
East Providence 
Exeter 
Foster 
Glocester 
Hopkinton 
Jamestown 
Johnston 
Lincoln 
Little Compton 
Middletown 
Narragansett 
Newport 
New Shoreham 
North Kingstown 
North Providence 
North Smithfield 
P a't\'tucke t 
Portsmouth 
Providence 
Richmond 
Scituate 
Smithfield 
South Kingstown 
Tiverton 
Warren 
warwick 
Westerly 
~-lest Greenwich 
West Warwick 
Woonsocket 
Superint endent 
Ian D. Malcolm 
Edward J . Fit zgerald 
William L. Callahan 
Earl F . Calcutt 
Philli p L. Kelly 
Henry J ~ Cooper 
C. Herbert Taylor 
Bernard F . Norton 
Archie R. Cole 
Edward R. Martin 
David M. Russell 
Alden C. Saunders 
Alden C. Saunders 
E ward M. Sullivan 
Anthony J . Miller 
Aaron F . DeMoranville 
Vincent Nevins 
Katherine B. McMahon 
Joseph H. Gaudet 
Arthur T. Coogan, Jr . 
Charles L. Whitcomb 
John F . Eldridge 
Hiram A. Davis 
John A. Maguire 
Robert A. Potenza 
Charles E. Shea , Jr . 
Leonard L. Maine 
James L. Hanley 
Roger L. Searle 
Charles B. Leonard 
Raymond C. LaPerche 
James E, Conlon 
Erwin A. Gallagher 
Charles A. O'Connor , .Jr . 
Clarence S. Taylor 
W. Chris Heisler 
Wilfred M. G llagher 
Dr . Maisie E. Quinn 
Edward J . Condon 
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APPENDIX B 
RHODE ISLAND SCHOOL COMMITTES 
(1962) 
I 
1-' 
1-' (X) 
School District 
BARRINGTON 
BRISTOL 
• BURRILLVILLE 
CENTRAL FALLS 
CHARLESTa>lN 
RHODE ISLAND SCHOOL COMMITTEES 
Committeeman 
James E. HcClelland, Chairman 
Richard F . Staples 
Richard C. Philbrick 
Russell J . Goodnow 
Mrs . Martha M. Creamer 
Jeremiah W. Romano , Chairman 
Margaret M. Connors 
Mrs . Charles Tappero 
John S . Alfred 
Joseph Sansone 
John Principe. Jr . 
Albert Oliver 
Raymond T •. Nolan, Chairman 
Ralph J . Ciummo 
Fraru< J . Laczynski 
Francis J . Cavanaugh 
Earl E. Bouley 
Francis X. Garvey, Chairman 
J oseph H. Palmer , Secretary 
Edward J . Connolly 
Bernard Romenski 
Mrs . Beatrice M. Allard 
Henry G. Jackson Jr ., Chairman 
Mrs . Kathleen Whitman , Clerk 
Rufus Prosser 
Address 
6 Dana Drive 
27 Jennys Lane 
Adams Point Road 
4 Apple Tree Lane 
59 Middle Highway 
262 Hope Street 
83 State Street 
70 Mulberry Road 
2 7 Dimond Avenue 
192 Wood St reet 
65 Greylock Road 
30 Oliver Street 
John Avenue , Pascoag 
Broad Street , Pascoag 
Chapel St ., Harrisville 
Victory Highway, Oakland 
RFD iffo3 , Woonsocket 
30 West Hunt Street 
340 Cowden Street 
543 Dexter Street 
49 Pacific Street 
146 Cottage Street 
RFD , Bradford 
Carolina 
RFD , Bradford 
School District 
COVENTRY 
CRANSTON 
Cill-ffiERLAND 
EAST GREENWICH 
Committeeman 
George L. Shehab , Chairman 
John Golomb, Vice ... Chairman 
Raymond c. Sherman 
David Clary 
Mr s . Evelyn Pike 
Frank J . Zito, Chairman 
Kenneth L. Phillips , 
Vice-Chairman 
Mrs •. Rita D. O' Connel , Clerk 
Adolph Anderson, Jr . 
Anthony L .. George 
Mrs. Rosellen M. Greene 
Mrs . Irene M. Koller 
Timo~ny F. Reilly 
Mrs . Gladys H. Scott 
Joseph B. Sharman 
Louis J . Kolodziej, Chairman 
Walter S. Curtin, Clerk 
Peter Bertozzi 
Arthur E. Brunelle 
William J . Free 
Paul E. Pressey 
Anthony Silva 
Robert F . Pickard, Chairman 
Mrs . Teresa Boesch 
T. Dexter Clarke 
Sanford L. Hammond 
Ellsworth S . Harding 
James D. McMahon 
Address 
55 Maple Street 
601 Washington St. , \·1. Wanvick 
584 Main St •. , H . Warwick 
Town Farm Road, 
Coventry Center 
50 Mohawk St . , W. v7arwick 
176 Oxford Street 
16 Maple St reet 
21 Marcy Street 
49 Waldron Avenue 
215 Knollwood Avenue 
27 warren Avenue 
156 Garden City Drive 
126 Hilltap Drive 
167 Armington Street 
27 Roslyn Avenue 
82 Dexter Street 
Old Angell Road , Ashton 
24 Eddy Street 
4115 ~1endon Road, Manville 
Massasoit Pass 
Lockwood Road 
110 Broad Street 
59 Rector Street 
South Road 
206 Division Street 
429 Cedar Avenue 
4-2 Hyland Avenue 
289 Kenyon Avenue 
1-' 
1-' 
~ 
School District 
EAST PROVIDENCE 
EXETER 
FOSTER 
GLOCESTER 
HOPKINTON 
JAMESTOWN 
JOHNSTON 
Committeeman 
C. Kendrick Brown, Chairman 
Mrs . Mary E. Cole 
James T. Kanelos 
Mrs . Mary McGowan 
William M. White 
Colgate M. Searle , Chairman 
John Schartner 
Mrs . Marion Hollstein 
William Gardner, Chairman 
Mrs . Anna Schlaepfer 
Mrs . Dorothy Rounds 
Address 
9 Bishop Avenue ~ Rumford 
180 Grove Avenue 
55 Cit y View Avenue 
43 Bent Road, Rumford 
28 Callender Avenue 
RFD ., Coventry 
South County Trail 
North Kingstown 
South Road 
Foster Center Road 
RFD , Foster 
RFD,. Foster 
Clyde Hatch , Chairman 
Mrs . Shirley Steere 
Robert Huckins 
Money Hill Road , Chepachet 
RFD , Harmony 
Anthony Orlan, Chairman 
Mrs . Edmund Thompson 
John K. Quinn 
Putnam Pike , Chepachet 
Ashaway 
Ashaway 
Hope Valley 
Fred C. Clarke , Chairman Longfellow Road 
Franklyn W. Grunder , Vice-chairman 21 Conanicus Avenue 
Manuel J . Matoes 17 Grinnell Street 
Joseph W. \-Ialsh Hawthorne Road 
Mrs . Claudi a M. Clarke East Shore Road 
John H. Gillick , Chairman 
Mrs . Genevieve Altieri 
Mrs . Olga O'Brien 
4 Forrest Hill Drive , 
Graniteville 
12 Fairview Street 
19 School Street 
t-' 
N 
0 
School District 
JOHNSTON (continued) 
LINCOLN 
LITTLE CCMPTON 
MIDDLETOWN 
NARRAGANSETT 
NE.1~PORT 
Committeeman 
Oliver Del Bonis 
River da 0 . Silliman, Jr . 
Mrs . Mary Blair , Chairman 
Mr s . Ruth Kokolski 
Mrs . Marjorie W. Lancaster 
John Baker 
George E. Weavill 
Mrs . Dorothy Kaye . Chairman 
Dr . Rogers H. Almy 
Joseph De Sousa 
Richard Rogers 
Mrs. Anne Sylvia 
Francis F . Leonard , Chairn1an 
Mrs . \vini fred Peabody 
Abe G. Smith 
Alfred G. Fludder 
Mrs . Jean Babcock 
Richard Loud , Chairman 
Hilding A. L. Swanson 
George. B. Hughes 
Ralph Papa 
William Oliver Martin 
John P. Harrington, Chairman 
Norman Bes tose , Vice -Chairman 
Mrs . Frances Gately 
Dr . Frank J . Logler 
Paul F. Murray 
Address 
19 Buratti Road 
14 Osgood Avenue 
Wilbur Road 
60 Ne'i.-1 Main Street 
Albion Road 
17 Almy Street 
6 Loring Drive 
West Road 
South of Conunons 
Box 445 
Sakonnet Point 
Windmill Hill 
12 Park Drive 
11 Sakonnet Terrace 
Tuckerman Avenue 
324 Forest Avenue 
Indian Avenue 
Avice Street 
37 Othmar Street 
Box 61, East Greenwich 
Boon Street 
Boston Neck Road 
72 Bliss Road 
30 Annandale Terrace 
Ridge Road 
Ocean Avenue 
2 Kay Street 
,.... 
N 
,.... 
School District 
NEWPORT (continued) 
NEtv SHOREHAM 
NORTH KINGSTOWN 
NORTH PROVIDENCE 
NORTH SMITHFIELD 
PAWTUCKET 
Committeeman 
Patrick Kirby 
William K. Covell 
J . Robinson Lewis , Chairman 
John Thomas , Clerk 
Mrs . Nathalie Dodee 
Mrs . Eileen Lee 
Louis Gaffett 
Kenneth S. Fletcher , Chairman 
Frederic S. Mead , Clerk 
Mrs . Mary A. Gants 
Mrs . Norma Willis 
Hm-1ard L . Gardiner , J r . 
Dr . Stanley Van ~]e.gner 
Henry G. Butler 
lk.cry F . Noonan, <.;hairman 
John J . Aubin, Jr . 
Emilio J . D'Andre 
l1rs . Viola T. Hard 
Omer N. Bouchard 
Mrs . Viola G. DiCola 
Louis A. Ricci 
Annand D. DuRocher, Chairman 
Joseph H. O' Donnell , Jr . 
William F . Walsh , Jr . 
Dr . John J . Cunninghe..m , Ch\nan 
Mrs . M. Viola McCarthy 
Peter J. Barry 
Alfred A. Dalton 
Address 
65 Prairie Avenue 
72 Washington Street 
Old Town Road 
High Street 
Connecticut Avenue 
Corn Neck Road 
Main Street 
Juniper Hill 
260 West Allentown Road 
3 Yorktown Road 
Champli n Road 
280 Phill ips Street 
56 Brown Street 
Forge Road 
82 Bellevue Avenue 
3 Florence Street 
52 Homewood Avenue 
530 Woonasquatucket Avenue 
81 Waterman Avenue 
508 Woodward Road 
7 Sadler Street 
Maple Avenue , Forestdale 
11 Getchell St., Woonsocket 
RFD 2 , Woonsocket 
18 Anawan Road 
58 Daniels Street 
167 Lonsdale Avenue 
62 Clifford Street 
1-' 
N 
N 
School District 
PA\.JTUCKET (continued) 
PORTSNOUTH 
PROVIDENCE 
RICHMOND 
SCITUATE 
Connnitteeman 
Kenneth W. Douglas,. Jr . 
Mrs . M. Rose McCabe 
Dr . Donat L . Savoie 
Lloyd Nelson, Chairman 
Mrs . Elsie Kennedy 
Mrs . Aurora Ferreira 
Robert H. Pratt 
Arthur Chaplin , Jr . 
Allen J • Wiant 
Jerome F. De\vollis 
Go.rdon F. Mul vey , Chairman 
William T. O'Halloran, 
Vice-Chail.'"IIlan 
Edward L. Casey 
Armande D:U1eo 
Raymond F . Fricker 
Sherwin J. Kapstein 
Mrs . Kathryn R. Kelly 
Saul Saila, Chairman 
Mrs . Hazel J. Drake 
Arthur R. Smith 
Henry Hoyle 
Eugene Andre 
Thomas A. Bowers , Chairman 
Thomas F . Geary, Clerk 
Vernon .. Gardner 
\>1Uliau1 :a . Gould 
Mrs . Lillian C. Remington 
Address 
18 Orchard Street 
146 Warwick Road 
65 Naushon Road 
44 Brownell Lane 
44 Narragansett Road 
RFD 2 , Newport 
2217 East Main Road 
RFD 2 , Newport 
34 Reise Terrace 
10 Corey's Lane 
63 Edgehill Road 
67 Hilltop Avenue 
234 California Avenue 
20 Grove Street 
179 Broad Street 
310 Olney Street 
29 Crescent Street 
RFD , Hope Valley 
\~es t Kingston 
Wyoming 
West Kingston 
West Kingston 
Chopmist Hill Road, 
North Scituate 
Rockland Road , 
North Scituate 
Seven Mile Road , Hope 
Ce11tral Pike , 
North Scituate 
Hope Avenue , Hope 
..... 
....., 
w 
School District 
SMITHFIELD 
SOUTH KINGSTOt~N 
TIV!i:RTON 
WARREN 
WARWICK 
C01l11Ilitteeman 
Wilfred J . 'Boudreau, Chairman 
Harold E.. Connery 
Lo.renzo Gal lo 
Dr . F·. Daniel Russell 
Eugene E. Thibodeau 
Dr . Charles A. vfuite ~ J r ., 
Chairman 
J . Vaughan Merrick, Clerk 
Mrs . Priscilla Dykstra 
Mrs. Jacqueline C~apbell 
Dr . Frederick L. Test 
Arthur vJ . Dexter 
William l1atson 
Address 
1 Fenwood Avenue , Esmond 
3 Autumn Ave.nue , Esmond 
21 Eisenhower Drive , Esmond 
Burlin¥ame Road, Esmond 
Box 5lu3 , Esmond 
South Road, Wakefield 
Mat unuck 
20 Austin St.,. Peace Dale 
Post Road, Wakefield 
South Road , \·1akefield 
50 \vinter St., \vakefield 
38 Kenyon Ave ., Wakefield 
Mrs •. Jeannette Smith, Chairman Nanaquaket Road 
Howard narrowelough , V-Chairman Leonard Drive 
Mrs . Myrtha Humphrey 85 Nanaquaket Road 
Mrs. Margaret Ibbotson 35 Cliff Street 
Francis Lima 14 Short Street 
Warren J . MacDougall, Chairman 
John F. Barry, Jr., Secretary 
Dr . Donald A. Baxter 
Richard L. Gempp 
William L. O'Brien 
18 Terrace Avenue 
23 Greene Street 
26 Miller St reet 
221-B Vernon Street 
15 Maple Street 
Francis P. Nolan. I II , Chairman 55 Amsterdam Avenue 
Joseph S. Sinclair, V-Chairman 434 Red Cbinmey Drive 
Mrs . Helena Miner 1090 Buttonwoods Avenue 
Richard E. Ryan 14 Rutherford Court 
Maurice Timlin 125 Miantonomo Drive 
,_. 
!\.) 
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School District 
'HESTERLY 
WEST GREENWICH 
WEST WARWICK 
\·JOONSOCKET 
CHARIHO 
Committeeman 
. .. fildred R. Horrone , Ch' rman 
Donald Bonner , Vice-Chairman 
Dr . John Shibilio , Clerk 
Henry Nardone 
Emanuel Lauria 
Joseph Turco 
Henry B. Loughlin ,. Chai rman 
Mrs . Dorothy B. Goodwin, Clerk 
Lloyd G. Barco 
George H. Wheat ley 
Kenneth D. Pettigre\'7 
r. Richard P. Duffy , Chairman 
Anthony Paliotta 
Darius Valliere 
Mrs . Viola M. Bernard, 
Chairman 
Thomas A. Dalton, V· Chairman 
Willi am S • Arnold 
Leo G. Bedard 
Raymond J . Ouellette 
Anthony F . Orian, Chairman 
Mrs . Ellen Thompson 
John K. Qui nn 
Eugene Andre 
Mrs . Hazel Drake 
Mrs . Saul Saila 
Rufus Prosser 
Kathleen Whitman 
Henry G. Jackson, Jr . 
Address 
21 Grove Avenue 
Avondale 
45 East Avenue 
Nichols' Corners 
90 Hi gh Street 
6 Summer Street 
Mishnock Road 
RFD , Coventry 
Nooseneck Hill Road 
Coventry Cente 
RFD 1, Coventry Center 
60 Peters Lane 
44 Earl St reet 
87 Maple Avenue 
221 Bernice Avenue 
579 Gaskill Street 
725 Thi rd Avenue 
96 Carnat ion Street 
98 Collins St ree t 
Ashaway 
Ashaway 
Hope Valley 
RFD , West Kingston 
RFD , West Kingston 
RFD , Hope Valley 
RFD , Bradford 
Carolina 
RFD , Bradford 
,.... 
N 
Vl 
School District 
FOSTER-GLOCESTER 
Connnitteeman 
Mrs . Dorothy Rounds , Chairman 
William Gardner 
Mrs . Anne Schlaepfer 
Clyde Hatch 
Mrs . Shirley Steere 
Robert Huckins 
Address 
RFD , Foster 
Foster Center Road 
RFD ~ Foster 
Money Hill Road, 
Chepachet 
RFD , Harmony 
Putnam Pike , Chepachet 
t-1 
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APPENDIX C 
RESPONSES TO THE INFORMATION SHEET 
BY SCHOOL DISTRICTS 
RESPONSES TO THE INFORMATION SHEET BY SCHOOL DISTRICTS 
Number Data Number 
School District of Sheets of 
Members Returned Non-respondents 
Barrinyton 5 5 0 
Bristo 7 7 
Burrill ville 5 5 0 
Central Falls 5 4 1 
Charlestown 3 3 0 
Coventry 5 4 1 
Cranston 10 10 0 
Cumberland 
. -
7 4 3 
East Greenwich 6 6 0 
East Providence 5 4 1 
Exeter 3 2 1 
Foster 3 3 0 
Glocester 3 3 0 
Hopkinton 3 3 0 
Jamestown 5 3 2 
Johnston 5 4 1 
Lincoln 5 5 0 
Little Compton 5 5 0 
Middletown 5 5 0 
Narragansett 5 5 0 
Newport 7 7 0 
New Shoreham 5 5 0 
North Kingstown 7 7 0 
North Providence 7 6 1 
North Smithfield 3 3 0 
Pawtucket 7 5 2 
Portsmouth 7 7 
Providence 7 3 4 
Richmond 5 5 0 
Scituate 5 4 1 
Smithfield 5 4 1 
South Kingstown 7 7 0 
Tiverton 5 5 0 
Warren 5 L~ 1 
(concluded on next page) 
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Responses t o the Information Sheet by School Districts - -(Concluded) 
Number Dat a Number 
School District of Sheets of 
Members Ret urned Non-respondents 
Warwick 5 5 0 
Wes terly 6 5 1 
West Greenwich 5 4 1 
tves t Warwick 3 3 0 
Woonsocket 5 4 1 
Chariho 9 9 
Foster-Gl ocest er 6 6 0 
Totals . .. . .. . . 221 198 23 
APPENDIX D 
CONSULTANTS TO THE PREPARATION OF THE 
INFORMATION SHEET 
~ 
w 
~ 
CONSULTANTS IN THE PREPARATION OF THE INFOIDfATION SHEET 
Name 
1. Capt . Earle R. Bennett, USN 
2. Dr . E. Gil Boyer 
3. Miss Marguerite R. Brennan 
4 . Mrs . Howell W. Burgess 
5. Mr. Walter F . Busfield 
6 . Mr . Leo J . Chareth 
7. Rev . William L. Clarke 
8 . Mr . James E. Conlon 
9 . Mr . Harold E. Coogan 
Position (1960) 
President , Rogers High School PTA 
Newport , Rhode Island 
Deputy Gon:missioner , Rhode Island Depart-
ment of Education -
Director of Elementary Education , 
Public Schools , Newport~ Rhode Island 
Member , Republican Committee 
Newport , Rhode Island 
President, Busfield Oil Co ., 
Haverhill , Mass . 
Principal , Whittier School District 
Haverhill, Mass. 
Rector , Presbyterian Church of Ne\~ort, 
Rhode Island 
President , Rhode Island Association of 
School Superintendents , 
Superintendent of Schools , 
South Kingstown, Rhode Island 
Manager Newport Branch, Metropolitan Life 
Insurance Co . (former School Committee 
Member), Ne'i'ij)Ort , Rhode Island 
' J 
~ 
10 . Dr . John B. Davis 
11. Mr • . Joseph A. Gaudet 
12 . Mr . Frederick M. Gillies 
13 . Mr . Howard Holt 
14 . Mr . Emil E. Jemai l 
15 . Mr . James T. Kaul 
16 . Mr . Nicholas S. Logathets 
17 . Rev . Matt Mees 
18 . Mr . Mason D. Rec tor 
19 . Mr . c. Herbert Taylor 
20 . Mr . Essig R. Young 
~ 
Posit ion (1960} 
Executive Secretary, New England School 
Development Council , Cambridge , Mass . 
Superintendent of Schools , 
Middletown, Rhode Island 
Di rector of Buildings and Grounds , 
Public Schools , 
Newport , Rhode Island 
Executive Secret ary-Treasurer , Rhode Island 
Association of School Commi ttees , 
Providence, Rhode I sland 
Editor , Newport (R . I . ) Daily News 
Report er , Providence (R. I . ) Journal 
Director of Secondary Education , 
Public Schools 
Newpor t, Rhode Island 
Minister~ St . Paul's Methodist Church , 
Newport , Rhode I sland 
President, Newport Cr eamery Co . (former 
School Committee Member) , Neli~ort , Rhode Island 
Superintendent of Schools , 
Cranston, Rhode Island 
Director, Navy Y.M. C.A. 
Newport , Rhode Island 
I-' 
w 
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APPENDIX E 
CONTENT OF LETTERS URGING A RESPONSE 
TO THE INFORMATION SHEET 
Letter of June 25 , 1962 
Post card of July 11, 1962 
Letter of Non•respondents of August 10 , 19 2 
Letter of Non- respondents of August 27 , 1962 
CONTENT OF LETTERS URGING A RESPONSE 
TO THE INFORMATION SHEET 
Letter of June 25 , 1962 
This letter comes to you , a school committee member, 
as a request to help me , a school superintendent , solve a 
problem which surely has troubled us both . 
What to do about teachers' salaries is an annual 
dilemma for most school committee members . The community 
not only expects the best teachers for its classrooms but 
also the frugal and effective use of its tax dollars. All 
too often the resulting salary schedule is only a tempo-
rary expedient . Basic questions are pos tponed for another 
year . 
The information sheet inclosed is part of a doctoral 
study designed to discover the basic beliefs about salaries 
from those who must approve , for the public, the several 
schedules in the state. The results of the study will be 
available to persons interested in the sal ary problem , and 
the findings may provide some relief from the annual 
salary crisis . 
Since it is important that a completed information 
sheet be received from each school committee member in 
Rhode Island , names and addresses are requested for check-
off purposes . As soon as a return has been checked off the 
names and addresses will be removed by tearing along the 
perforated line . No names will be mentioned , identified , 
or used in any way . 
The s tatements in the information sheet do not express 
my personal beliefs or desires . They are designed to col-
lect the considered opinions of school committee members . 
It is very irortant that every item be completed . Any 
omission wil reduce ~accuracy-o£ toe conclusions . 
A self-addressed envelope has been included for your 
convenience in returning the completed information sheets . 
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Since no analysis is possible until the returns are com-
plete a prompt reply is requested, and my sincere thanks 
are ex tended for your cooperation . 
Card to Non-respondent s of July 11, 1962 
S . O.S . Have you overlooked my questionnaire on 
teacher's salaries? It is very important to me and will 
take only 15 minutes of your time . 
If it has been misplaced a card or call (8472100 or 
8470940) will get you another . 
Over·.: two- thirds are nm-1 in! 
Please send yours today. 
Letter to Non-respondents of August l Oa 1962 
I am sending this second questionnaire wit h the thought 
that the first one may not have reached you and the hope 
that you will complete this one promptly for me . 
Only a few of Rhode Island's school committee members 
have yet to return the quest ionnaire . Your help in com-
pleting the form and mailing it i n the self-addressed 
envelope will be much appreciated . It is a very important 
matter to me and tdll t ake only a few minutes of your time . 
Letter to Non-respondents of August 27 1 1962 
You are one of a small group of school committee mem-
bers in Rhode Island who have not responded to my question-
naire on teacher s ' salaries . Therefore , I am sending this 
second questionnaire to you wi t h the thought that the first 
one may not have reached you and the hope that you will com-
plete this one promptly for me . Your help in completing 
the form and mailing it in the self-addressed envelope will 
be much appreciated . 
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The information requested is part of a doctoral study 
designed to discover the basic beliefs about salaries from 
those who must approve , for the public , the several sched-
ules in the state. The results of the study will be avail-
able to Rhode Island committeemen interested in the salary 
problem , even though I am now in a Massachusetts community . 
Since i .t is important that a completed information 
sheet be received from each school committee member in 
Rhode Island, names and addresses are requested for check-
off purposes . As soon as a return has been checked off, 
the names and addresses will be removed by tearing along 
the perforated line . No names will be mentioned, identi -
fied , or used in any way. 
The statements in the information sheet do not express 
my personal beliefs or desires . They are designed to col-
lect the considered opinions of school committee members . 
It is very important that every item be completed. Any 
omission will reduce ~accuracy-o£ tne conclusions . 
APPENDIX F 
FORM USED AS A RECORD OF TELEPHONE CALLS 
TO SCHOOL COMMITTEE MEMBERS 
FORM USED AS A RECORD OF TELEPHONE CALLS 
TO SCHOOL COMMITTEE ~mERS 
Numbe --------------------
Date __________________ __ 
Name 
----------------------
City __________________ __ 
1. Did you receive the questionnaire? 
2 . Has it been returned? 
3 . Ha it been misplace ? 
4 . tvill you complete it? 
5 . Will you complete another if mailed? 
6 . If not, what is the reason? 
Comments 
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APPENDIX G 
SEVENTEEN PRINCIPLES OF SCHEDULING TEACHERS' SALARIES 
WHICH WERE ACCEPTABLE TO RHODE ISLAND SCHOOL 
COMMITTEEMEN AS A \VHOLE 
SEVENTEEN PRINCIPLES OF SCHEDULING TEACHERS' 
SALARIES WHICH WERE ACCEPTABLE TO 
RHODE ISLAND SCHOOL COMMITTEEMEN 
AS A WHOLE 
1 . Teachers whose aptitude scores for teaching are 
superior should receive a salary exceeding the basic 
schedule. 
2. Salary schedules should provide a higher salary for 
teachers who have earned a master's degree than for 
those ·limited to a bachelor's degree. 
3 . Salary schedules should provide a higher salary for 
teachers who have earned more than the required num-
ber of cre:dits in the subject they teach. 
4 . Salary schedules for teachers should provide for 
automatic yearly increases during the first several 
years of teaching. 
5. Teachers whose previous experience has been in 
another town should receive year for year experience 
credit on the new salary schedule . 
6 . A teacher whose career has been interrupted by mili-
tary service should receive year for year experience 
credit on the teaching salary scale. 
7. Teachers with other experience related to the skills 
and knowledge required in teaching their subject mat-
ter should receive experience credit on the teaching 
salary schedule. 
8 . Teachers who are assigned extracurricular duties 
(i.e., senior play , athletic coaching, class advisor, 
etc.) should receive extra compensation for the extra 
load. 
9 . A teacher's use of good instructional procedures (j udged by principals and supervisors) should be one 
factor in determining the level of the teacher's pay . 
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10 . Satisfactory classroom performance should be the 
standard by which a teacher's yearly progress on 
the salary scale is approved or disapproved . 
141 
11. Teachers who consistently seek to improve the school 
(i . e ., by helping beginning teachers , willingly ac-
cepting special assignments, etc.) should receive 
higher salaries than those whose proficiency is 
limited to activities within the classroom. 
12 . School committees should review salaries paid in 
neighboring communities so that the local schedule 
will not be much higher nor much lower than those of 
· nearby towns . 
13 . Salary schedules should be approve.d for a regional 
area rather tha~ for single towns to eliminate salary 
competition among adjacent communities . 
14 . Sufficient state aid should be paid to poorer com-
munities so that they can pay teachers salaries 
equal t o those in wealthier communities . 
15 . A minimum salary set for all communities in the state 
is a practice which should be encouraged. 
16 . All communities in the state should not use identical 
salary schedules pr epared by a central agency respon-
sible to the legislature. 
17 . Teacher tenure laws should be replaced by orderly 
procedures of dismissal for incompetence so that 
higher teachers' salary schedules could be approved . 
APPENDIX H 
THIRTY PRINCIPLES OF SCHEDULING TEACHERS' SALARIES 
WHICH WERE UNACCEPTABLE TO RHODE ISLAND SCHOOL 
COMMITTEEMEN AS A WHOLE 
THIRTY PRINCIPLES OF SCHEDULING TEACHERS' 
SALARIES WHICH WERE UNACCEPTABLE TO 
RHODE ISLAND SCHOOL COMMITTEEMEN 
AS A WHOLE 
1 . Teachers whose tested intelligence is superior should 
receive a salary exceeding the basic schedule. 
2. Teachers whose personalities exhibit unusual promise 
for a career in teaching should receive a salary 
greater than the established minimum. 
3. Teachers who have graduated from a liberal arts col-
lege should receive a higher salary than those who 
have graduated from a teachers' college . 
4. Teachers who earned honor grades while at college in 
the subject they now teach should receive a higher 
salary than those who did not. 
5. Teachers who have passed an approved teacher's 
examination (i.e., the National Teachers Examination) 
with exceptionally high scores should be started with 
a salary above the minimum. 
6 . Teachers whose preparation for teaching has been 
unusually expensive should receive a salary above the 
scheduled minimum . 
7. Teachers who teach the upper grades (10-12) should re-
ceive higher salaries than teachers who teach the 
lower grades (1-3). 
8 . A salary above the normal maximum should be awarded 
teachers with many (30 for example) continuous years 
of teaching . 
9. Teachers with unusually large pupil loads (resulting 
from large classes or extra classes) should receive 
salaries above the normal schedule . 
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10 . 
11. 
12 . 
13 . 
14. 
15 . 
16 . 
17 . 
18 . 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22 . 
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Teachers assigned extra duties within the normal day 
(i.e., recess supervision, cafeteria, traffic patrols, 
etc.) should receive extra compensation for the extra 
responsibilities. 
Teachers \'~ho favorably influence the public on school 
issues should receive a salary higher than the basic 
scale provides . 
Teachers who actively participate in the affatrs of 
the community shoul d receive a salary higher than the 
basic scale provides . · 
The progress made by pupils (measured by approved 
tests) should be one factor in establishing the 
teacher 's salary. 
Teachers in short supply categories (i . e. , science , 
handicapped children, primary grades , shop, girls' 
physical education) should receive a salary exceeding 
the approved scale. 
A salary scale for teachers should provide a higher 
scale for men than for women teachers . 
Salaries f or married women (who cannot readily move 
to seek better employment) should not be as high as 
those for single women or men . 
Because a wife's income supplements that of her husband 
her salary should not be as high as that of single 
teachers or married men. 
An unmarried teacher who lives at home should not ex-
pect a salary as high as that of a teacher whose entire 
support must come from the salary earned . 
Large communities should have higher salaries than 
small communities (as in industry , " bigs" pay more) . 
Wealthy communities should provide more attractive 
salary schedules than the poor communities . 
Teachers ' salaries should remain below those of the 
higher paid professions until the standards for teacher 
certifica tion are raised. 
Teachers ' salaries should not be raised to the level 
of those in law and medicine as long as the public has 
less respec t f or the professional status of teachers . 
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23. Teachers' income shou ld remain below the i ncome of 
doctors and lawyers since teachers' salaries must 
be approved by the school committee wher eas doctors 
and lawyers set their own fees . 
24 . The power of t eachers' associations and unions to 
bargain collectively should be strengthened as a 
method of furthering teachers• economic interests . 
25 . The great cost of .salary increases to a gr eat number 
of teachers should keep the level of teachers' 
salaries below the level of the higher paid pr ofes-
sional groups . 
26. Legal protection against unfair dismissal as pro-
vided in the tenure law should be sufficient compen-
sation to justify lower salary schedules for teachers 
than would otherwise be approved. 
27 . Teacher pension plans in which the state shares the 
cost should be sufficient compensation to justify 
lower salary schedules than would otherwise be 
approved . 
28 . The extensive vacation time available to teachers 
should be sufficient compensation to justify lower 
salaries than would otherwise be approved. 
29. Benefits such as sick leave pay and paid hospitaliza-
tion plans should hold teachers' .salaries at levels 
lower than would otherwise be approved. 
30 . Teachers .who have dependents should receive a sala ry 
which is above the standard scale . 
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